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FOREWORD

The production of soft fruit comprises only a small percentage

of the total output of Scottish agriculture which, in the main, is
organised for the production of fatstock, milk, eggs and sale crops,
such as grain and Potatoes. In some areas, however, 'where conditions,
natural and/or economic, have favoured the development of soft fruits

as farm crops, farmers have incorporated these in their farming
systems. Raspberries, in particular, and strawberries, to a lesser
degree, are the two more important soft fruit crops which have been
developed in this way.

In this report, Miss Wright has brought together a very
considerable volume of information on the production and disposal of
these crops. It is evident that, with this type of crop, it is .
extremely difficult, even more than is the case with the usual farm
crops, to arrive at any firm estimates of costs of production or returns
which can be regarded as reflecting the general situation of all
producers. Such factors as the length of life which can be expected
of plantations of fruit, the differences in growing techniques and
the differences in market objectives preclude anything like the degree
of standardisation which may be accepted in the case of the more usual
farm crops. Example costs and returns are quoted based on the more
usual techniques and costs of production and what may be regarded as
normal levels of returns.

The main interest must, however, be centred on the detailed break—
down of the costs and on the returns obtained from the different ma3ket
outlets. The figures showing the distribution of each element of cost
incurred by each grower in the sample, together with quoted average
figures, indicate not only the more general incidence of costs but also
the extent to which the grower may incur higher or lower costs. Yields
and returns, larely influenced by the particular market in which the
fruit is sold, are also extremely _variable. The overall picture is
one of highly specialised production techniques Producing crops for
markets which areequaily highly speculative in respect of the quantities
which can be taken up and the =ices which can be paid. Thus,
although it is not possible to indicate what should be standard Production
procedure and costs, there is much of value which can be derived from
the study of the data presented in this report.

J. D. Nutt

LLIEsisz"Eigagaaid
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The College thanks all the growers who provided information for
this report, for their care in recording data and their patience in
explaining their husbandry.
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MITRODUCTION

The acreage of raspberries groin in Scotland in 1963 was 6444*,

which produced an estimated 10.2 thousand tons* of fruit. This was 79.9
per cent of the acreage and 78.9 per cent of the production in the United
Kingdom. The estimated yield in Scotland was 31.6 cwt per acre*, approxi-
mately the same as the 10 year, 1954-63, average of 32.1 cwt, whioh was
slightly higher than the corresponding 10 year average of 29.3 cwt for .
England and Wales. In 1963,92.0 per cent of the Scottish acreage was in the
counties of Angus and Perth, 48.1 per cent in the former and 43.9 per cent "

in the latter county. Fife accounted for 1.8 per cent,

By comparison, the proportion of the United Kingdom acreage of straw-

berries grown in Scotland was small, the 1963 acreage of 1641* being 9.8 per

cent of the total and the estimated Scottish production of 1.8 thousand tons*

being only 5.2 per cent of the total for the whole country. The estimated
yield for Scotland of 22.3 cwt* per acre in 1963 was below the 10 year

average of 27.6 cwt which itself was lower than the comparable 10 year average

of 35.5 cwt for England and Wales. The acreage of strawberries in Scotland,

was much more widely distributed than was the case with the raspberry acreage.
The county of Angus accounted for 25.9 per cent, Perthshire 23.2 per cent,

Fife 2.4 per cent, the Lothians 23.0 per cent and 25.5 per cent in other

counties, mainly in the south-west.

For both crops there are costs of establishment and, in the case of

raspberries, disestablishment, which have to be charged against the fruiting

life of the plantation. Raspberries are cropped for 5 to 10 years; usually'

no fruit is produced in the first year and a small crop (up to half a normal

crop) in the secaadyear- of life. Sometimes the canes are slow to establish,

the second year is unproductive (really a repeated first year) and the half

crop is not produced until the third year of life. In this study the first

and second (and when necessary the third) years have been regarded as establish-

ment years, and the costs incurred in these years less the returns from the •

fruit picked form the establishment cost. Maincrop strawberry plantations in

this area of Scotland are planted one year and cropped for the following 3 or
4 Years and a similar costing procedure was followed, charging the costs
incurred in the first year of life against the fruiting years.

Details of the costing method are given in Appendix I. Unless it is

otherwise stated, the "per acre" figures given in the report are calculated

from the actual acreage of fruit, excluding the acreage of endriggs, roads

etc., although all costs associated with the endriggs etc. (rent, cleaning

costs) have been included, In calculating average figures each case has been

given equal weight.

*Sourcet M.A.F.F. statistics. The acreage f.igures include the non-fruiting

areas, such as establishing plantations, spawn and runner beds etc.
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PART I

A. RASPBERRY ESTABLISHMENT

Information on eqtabliohment costs collected in 1961 and 1962 has

been used to augment that collected in 1963; in all, data were available

from 32 growers — 7 in 1961, 12 in 1962 and 13 in 1963. In some cases it

-,as possible to cost the plantations separately during their second year

of life.

FIRST YEAR

PLANTATION SIZE

The average size of the 32 first year plantations was 3.34 acres of
fruit, Twenty—three of the plantations were under 5 acres in size, 6 were
between 5 and 10 acres and 2 were between 10 and 15 acres. The distribution

is given in Table 1,

TABLE 1 DISTRIBUTION OF PLANTATIONS BY SIZE

A cres
Under

1
.0—
.9

2.0-.13.0—
2.9 13.9

4.0—
i+.9

5.0,-
5.9

6.0—
6.9

7.0—
7.9

8.0—
8.9

9.0—
9.9

over
10 Tot la 

No. cases 6 8 5 1 3
i

Some details of the varieties grown in this sample of plantations are given

in Table 2. Twenty—five of the growers grew only 1 variety; the most

popular variety was Mailing Jewel,

TABLE 2

A. Distribution of Plantations -According, to Variety Grown

Variety Jewel /1
Burnet—
holm

Exploit
Lloyd
George

Several Total

No. cases 14
1

5 2 2 2 7 32
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Average P -o--)ortion of Varioties whore 17,-,re Growna. .

PREVIOUS CROPPING AND MANURING

The general aim of the growers was to plant on land which waz clean
and in good heart. In 2 cases the costed establishments followed immediately
after an old raspberry plantation and in cases after an establiks.thment
whicth had failed in the previous year. In /a cases, where there was 1 year
betweqn old and new plantations, a potato crop was taken and in 1 case wheat.
Therp thpro was a g6T of 2 years between old and new plantations, the land
was cropped with potatoes twice in 1 case and with a grain crop followed by
potatoes in the other 2 cases. This accounts for 12 out of the 32 cases, i.e.
37.5 percent. Amongst the other 20 cases the establishment followed a 3
year ley in 3 cases, potatoes in 7 cases; of the 9 which were in grain,
turnips or peas the year before establishment, 6 had been in either potatoes
or ley 2 years before and: 2 in potatoes 3 years before. The prevalence ef
the potato crop where there was only a short break between successive fruit
plantations illustrates the need which sometimes arises for a cleaning crop
with a relatively high output.

DISTRIBUTION OF PLANTATIONS ACCORDING TO PREVIOUS -CROPPING

Previous
crop

Fruit
Rasps ,Straws

1; Potatoes
l , Ley Grain

Other
-

Roots
Peas n.a. Total

32
No. cases
1 year before 3-.:'t

•

-
-----r,.....--

t
)pi
-- -2

3

5

9 1 1

2 years before 7 ii- 8 3 1 32
.
3 years before 9 n4. .3

.
- - 32

* n.a. = not available



Organic manure. in the form of dung or grass ploughed in had been made
available to 13 of the crops grown previous to establishment and 2 years
previously in another 4 cases. All the potato crops had fairly heavy
dressings of fertiliser, whether or not they were dunged, of 8 to 10 el:A per
acre.

The level of manuring.in the years before planting determines the
charge made against the plantation for manurial residues. In this sample
the value of manurial residues varied from nothing to over £30 per acre.
Three quarters of the values however were under £10 per acre and the average

of these was 4.5.

IIATERTUS USED

Manures

Dung was applied to 25 of the plantations before establishment. The

amount put on ranged from 4.3 tons to 58.3 tons per acre. The distribution

is shown in Table 4. Half the plantations received between 15 and 25 tons

per acre, the average amount applied on these 16 Plantations being 18.9 tons

Per acre.

Lime was applied to 4 plantations and a heavy dressing of slag to I
plantation.

TABLE 4 DISTRIBUTION OF PLANTATIONS ACCORDING TO AMOUNT

OF DUNG APPLIED PER ACRE

Tons Nil 0-4 5-9 10-14 —1
•

20-24 —2 3°
over

 Total

No. cases 7 1 1 4 . 8 8 21 ,1 32

Excluding the slag and to dressings of nitrogen, 25 of the plantations

received fertilisers, including the 7 plantations which had not received dung.
The amounts of fertildscr applied are shown in Table 5. Where fertilisers

were applied, about one third of the plantations received 2 or 3 cwt per acre
and about two—thirds received 5, 6 or 7 cwt per acre. A higher Proportion of

the smaller dressings (7 out of 9 cases) was put on after planting than of
the heavier dressings (6 out of the 14 for which the information was

available).



TABLE 5, DISTRIBUTION OF PLANTATIONS ACCORDING TO

AMOUNT OF FERTILISER APPLIED PER • ACRE

Cwt nil
1,0-
1.9

2.0-

2.9

3.0-
3.9

4.0,-
4.9

5.0-
5.9

6.017.0-
6.9

i

1 7.9
8.0-

8.9
9.0,-

9.9
10.0L-
10.9

11.0-
11.9

12.0-
12.9j

7

Total
4

No. cases:
excl. N top
dressings 7 -

.

- 1 - 32

incl. N top . . .

dressings 6 1 4 2 4 3 3 6 - - 1 32

In 20 cases compound fertilisers were used; in 2 cases sulphate of

potash and bonemeal, in 2 cases bonemeal only and in 1 case a phosphatic

fertiliser. In 11 cases a special (high potash) raspberry compound was used

and in only 1 of the other 9 cases was the NgP:K ratio. not less than 1111..

Nitrogenous top dressings were given to 8 of the plantations during the•
summer months, varying from 0.9 to 2.1 cwt per acre. The average amount used

was 1.5 cwt per acre.

The average amount of fertiliser applied on the 32 plantations was

4.5 cwt per acre, including the top dressings but excluding the slag. The

average dressing on the 26 plantations on which fertiliser was used was 5.5
cwt per acre. For the group which received dressings of 15 to 25 tons of

dung (16 cases) the average fertiliser application was 5.1 cwt, including

0.7 cwt of nitrogenous top dressing.

Canes

The number of canes required per acre varied with such factors as the

width between the rows, distance in the row and double or single planting.
Row widths varied according to the space needed for interrow cultivations

and spraying. Narrower rows could be used by the special berry tractors
(5'6") or horses (5') than by ordinary farm tractors (6'6"). Difficulties

sometimes arose with the narrower rows if, for example, a contractor was

called in to do some spraying. At least half the plantations were "planted

with 61 between the rows. The row widths used .are given in Table 6.
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TABLE 6 DISTRIBUTION OF PLANTATIONS ACCORDING TO WIDTH OF ROWS

Row width 5'
5'2"-

3 "
516"

51811 _

10"
616" n. a. Total

No. cases 1 1 6 4 15 1 4 32

Where there were differences in planting distances along the rows
according to variety, the usual distinction made was between Jewel and all
other varieties. Table 7 has been drawn up to show the planting distances
for these two groups.

TABLE 7 DISTRIBUTION OF PLANTATIONS ACCORDING TO DISTANCE

BETWEEN PLANTS IN THE ROW

Plant distance
,

18" 21" 24" 279-28" 30" 36" n. a. Total

No. cases:

. . .

•

.

•
JeNT31 5 . 1 • - 6 1 6 - _ 4 23
double/ ,1S,
single planting

2S-D1
2n.a.

1S 3S-D, 2D
1 n. a.

1S IS, 3S-D2
2D

4n.a. 4S, 8S-D,

4D, 7n. a.

No. cases :
.

1

Other varieties _ _ 5 1 .7 1 2 ' 16 • -

double/
single planting

25, 1D,
2n. a.

in. a. IS, 3S-D1
1D, 2n. a.

1S 2n a. 4S, 3S-D,
2D, 7n. a.

= single planting; D = double planting; S-D = between single and double

Of the plantations with known planting distances, approximately one
third of the Jewel were at 1811, 24" and 30" respectively, whereas the other
varieties were planted approximately half and half at 24" and 30", with none
at less than 24".

Comparing the number of canes theoretically needed for single and double
planting with the numbers actually used, more than the number needed for
single planting were used on a higher proportion of the Jewel plantations than
those of other varieties, i.e. approximately three quarters of the 16 Jewel
plantations compared with approximately half of the 9 plantations of other
varieties. The quantities of canes actually used are given in Table 8.
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TABLE 8 DISTRIBUTION OF ITA.:721.T7nITS ACCORDITIG TO NUMBER

OF CLIES PLIZTED PER ACRE

1
Thousand
canes

2.0-16.0-
2.9 3.9

i......

4.9

.......

5.9 16.9
18

7.9 •
1 0

8.9 19.9 10.9 I I i
al

...,_
No. cases:
Single planting
Single/double plantings
Double planting

I6
1

7

1

5

....______.1_.1

1
1 3

2
2

..._

2 1

1

1

9
10
6
7

All methods 1110 3 7 2 1 • - 1 32

In this sample 7 of the growers planted only their own canes, either
from spawnbeds or young plantations, 5 growers planted partly their own
and partly purchased canes and 20 growers planted only purchased canes, The
prices paid for canes in 1963 varied from a) to Z15 per thousand in this
sample, which was too small (9 cases) to give any reliable bases for the
different varieties, grades and quantities sold. VIhere growers used their
own canes, these have been entered at the cost of digging plus an appropriate
share of spawnbed costs, if any.

Weedkiller

Simazine waS used on 11 of the 32 plantations, The amount applied
varied from 1.0 to 4.4 lb per acre.• The range is shown in Table 9. It
was not known whether overall or band spraying was practised but, as the
recommended rates of use of the weedkiller are 4 lb and 2 lb per acre for
these methods respectively, it would seem that at least 2 plantations were
sprayed overall and that 7 were band sprayed. Excluding the 2 cases using
over 4 lb per acre, the average amount used was 2 lb per acre (8 cases).
The average for the 10 cases, where the auantity used was known, was 2.5 lb
per acre.

TABLE DISTRIBUTION OF HOLDINGS ACCORDING TO AUOUNT

OF WEEDKILLER USED  PER 1UPTP- ,

lb .0-1.9 2.0-2.9 3.0-3.9 4.0-4.9 n. a. Total

No. cases 5 f 2 1 2 1 11
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Other Sprays

Soil insecticides were used by only 4 growers at planting time.

. Tar oil winter wash was applied by 1 grower and. D.D.T. by another
grower who picked some fruit in the year of establishment.

WORK DONE

In 2 cases the details of the work done were not recorded.

Preparing the Ground.

This was done by wheeled tractor except in 1 case where a horse was
used for ploughing and ridging and 1 case where a Ransome crawler was used
for ridging.

The time taken to -plough and work the ground varied from 1.6 to over
30 hours per acre. The times taken are given in Table 10. Excluding the
oases where the work took more than 12 hours per acre, the average time for

22 cases was 5.8 hours per acre.

TABLE  10 DISTRIBUTION OF PLANTATIONS ACCORDMG TO TIME TAKEN TO 

PLOUGH AND WORK THE GROUND WITH A TRACTOR, PER ACRE

Hours
under

I 2
2.O—.4.O—
3.9 5.9

6.0-18.0—
7.9 9.9

10.0-112,0—
11.9 13.9

14.0—
15.9

16.0-118.0—
17.9 19.9

over
20 
n.

14.Total.a 

No. cases 1 7 4 5 2 2 1 2
 .

1
, 1

29

In 2 cases some stones were removed from the ground before planting

and in 1 case some hand hoeing was done.

The ground was known to have been ridged up before planting in 27
cases and not ridged in 1 case. The range of times taken for this operation

is given in Table 11. The average of the 14 cases with a time of under 3
hours per acre was 1.5 hours per acre.



TABLE 11 DISTRIBUTION OF PLLUmATTOT74 ACCORDING TO TIME

TAKEN TO RIDGE • UP BY .TRLCTOR BEFORE PLPITTING, PER ACRE

H ours -
I
i
under

1
1.0-
1.9

2.0-
2.9

3.0-
i3.9

4.0- 15
4.9

0-
5:9

6.0-
6.9

7.0-

79

8
8:
0-19
9

0-
19: 9 n. a, Total

No. cases
1

2 9 :.5 I 3 -
----si

1 8 27

Fertilisers were known to have boon spread by tractor in 6 cases and
by hand in 16 cases. This job took an average of 0.2 hours per cwt by
tractor and 1.0 hours per cwt by hand,

Dung was spread by. contract in 2 cases. In 20 cases the hours were
available and, excluding 3 cases with unusually high hours, the average
time taken was 1.1 man hours and 0.4 tractor hours per ton spread,

I21.Mfaa"

The time taken to plant the canes varied from 11.4 to 64.0 hours' of
manual work per acre; the distribution of these times is given in Table
12.

TABLE 12 DISTRIBUTION OF PLLNTATIG1TS ACCORD= TO TIME TIXEN

TO PLANT PER ACRE

10714 15719 20-24i25-29130-34135-3440-49150-59c60691n.a.
•

No, cases 3 7 It 2

The variation in the time taken was partly due to the number of canes
used and the number of plantings made per acre, The time taken per
thousand canes planted in various.ways is given in Table 13.
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TABLE 13 DISTRIBUTION' OF PLANTATIONS ACCORDING TO TIME TAKPN

TO PLANT 1000 CANES

Hours
2. 9 1 3.9 4,9 5.9 6,9 7.9 8.9 9.9 10 Total

No. cases:
planted singly 3- 1 3 1 1 . 9

" double 1 4 1 6

" between S & D 1 2 1 2 1 1 8
it n. a. 4 1 1 1 7

All
i 

2 9 2 10 1 1 2 1 2 30

The time taken on two—thirds of the plantations was between 3 .and
6 hours per thousand canes planted. Excluding times of over 7 hours per
thousand, the average time for canes planted singly was 5.1 hours and for
canes planted double 3,7 hours per thousand canes. The total time taken to
plant an acre for these same cases averaged 15.7 hours for those planted
singly and 25.9 hours for those planted double.

Women and boys were engaged in planting on 17 of the plantations; they
did 36 per cent of the work on average over all the plantations.

Cleanino. 0-oerations

Some interrow or hand cleaning was carried out during the first summer
on all plantations except 1 of those where weedkiller was used. Women and
boys did 43 per cent of the hand work on average over all the plantations.
Weedkiller was used on 11 of the plantations.

On the 21 plantations where no weedkiller was applied, the average
time spent on interrow work was 5.5 hours per acre for the 19 cases where a
tractor was used. (A horse was used on 1 plantation.) Hand cleaning work
on 20 of these plantations took an average of 55.8 hours per acre. The
ranges in the hours worked are given in Table 14.



A.

TABLE 14 DISTRIBUTION OF PLANTATIONS ACCORDING  TO TIME SPENT

CLEANING PER ACRE g NO WEEDKILLER USED

Interrow Cultivations with Tractor

. i .
Hours Nil 2-3 4-5 6-7 - 8-9 ,10-19

("2rgr
n.a. Total

No. cases 31.64.2 2 1 1 2 21

B. Hand Cultivations

Hours Nil 0-19 20-39
I •
40-59

•

60-79 80-99
100- over
199 200

n, a, Total

No. cases t 2 3 1 2 - 3 1 1 21

Weedkiller was used on 11 plantations. The average time spent applying
weedkiller on 10 of these plantations where a tractor was used to apply it
was 1,5 hours per acre for the tractor. In all except 1 of these 10 cases 1
man did the work - in the odd case a boy was there also. In the eleventh
case the weedkiller was applied by hand.

The average time spent on cleaning these 11 plantations was 3,8 hours
with a tractor and 16.9 hours of hand work. The range of times taken is
given in Table 15.

TABLE:11 DISTRIBUTION OF PLANTATIONS ACCORDING TO TIME SPENT

CLEANING PER ACRE WEEDKILLER USED

A. interrow Cultivations with Tractor.

Hours nil 0-4 5-9
10 &
over

n. a, Total

No. cases 3 3 3 1 1 11
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B. Hand. Cultivations

I
Hours nil 0-9 10-19 20-29 30-39 1 40-49 50-59i

n a. Total

No. cases 3 1 3 .... 2 1 11

The cost of cleaning for the 2 groups (users and non-users of weed,-
killer) has been calculated using the average physical quantities from the

32 costs and 1963 costs for the various items (see Table 16). In this

sample the weedkiller users spent less but, without measurement of the
cleanness of the land at the beginning and end .of the season, the real economy

of the methods cannot be assessed,

TABLE 16 COST OF CLaNING THE ESTABLISHMENTS PER ACRE

(a) No weedkiller used:

Interrow 4- hand works 37.3 man hours @ 5s.10id.
24.0 woman hours @ 3s. 1,17d.
5.5 tractor hours @ 4s. 3d.

Total

(b) Ueedkiller useds

Interrow .4- hand works 13.4 man hours
7.3 woman hours
3.8 tractor hours

Applying weedkiller 1.5 man hours
1.5 tractor hours

2.5 lb Simazine @E.1.55

10,9
3.7
1.2

15.8

3,8
1,1
0,8

0.4
0.3

3.9

Total 10,3

RENT

For the 13 plantations costed in 1963, the rent ranged from £1.7 to
£17.2 per acre, the average being £6.0,



TOTAL COSI'

An example of a first year establishment cost has been built up in
'Table 17, using selected physical datafroth this study and 1963 ipr1ce6 for
the various items. The physical data were selected so that where poSsible
a single known method was quoted. In this example expenditure amounts to
Z134 per acre. The cost )11 the canes,. Z72, is a little more than half the
total cost, the other costs amounting to E62 per acre. The effect of some

possible variations in the cost of the canes on the total establishment post

Per acre is given in Table 18.
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TABL11/ EXAMPLE OF COST OF  RASPBERRY ESTABILLSEISIE_, PER  ACRE

(Spring Plantings Approx. 1st Six Months t Work)

Variety Jewel, Certified Standard Stock, Planted Double at 2! *

Work Done

Applying dung @ 1.1 man hr 8o 0.4 tractor
hrs per ton

Ploughing, working ground

Ridging

Applying fertilisers by hand @ 1 hr per cut

Planting @ 3.7 hrs per thou

Care of crop - interrow cultivations
applying weedkiller
hand cultivations

Totals

Costs

Materialss
Dung, 18.9 tons @ £0.85

Fertilisers raspberry, 4.4 cwt £1.0
nitrogonoUs, 0.7 cwt 0.725

Canes, 7.2 thou (purchased) @ £10 per thou

Weedkiller, 2.5 lb simazine @ £1.55

Works
IMan hours, 65.1 @ 5s.10-1d.
Woman hours, 16.9 0 3s. 141;d.
Tractor hours, 10.2 @ 4s. 3d.

Rent

Manurial residues

Total

Hours

men women
& boys

tractor

20,8

5.8

1,5

I 5'1
17.0 9, 6

3.8 -
1.5
9.6 7.3

7.6

5,8

1,5
0.0

-*

3.8

65,1 1 16.9 20,2

16.1

4.4
0.5

72.0

3.9

19.5
2.6
4.3

123.3

6.0

133,8

(Costs, including planting cost of £6.5, excluding cost of canes . £61.8)

*For variations in this cost see Table 18.

;Variable costs, total £84.7 including tractor fuel at ls.4d, per hour
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TABLE 18 SOME POSSIBLE VARLITIONS IN • COST OF PLANT DIG

AND CANES PER ACRE
• ••

A. Planting Cost at Different Distances (Planted Sin)

Planting distance x24" x30" 5t6" x 30" 16" x 18"

Canes required per acre, thousands

Time required per acre @ 5.1 hrs
per thou', hours '

3.6

18.4

2.9

14,8

3.2

16.3

5.3

27.0

Cost of above work per acre, .

Establishment costs per acre,
excluding cane costs, E

4.5

59.8

3.6

58.9

4.0

59.3

6.6

61.9

B. Total Establishment Cost at Above Distances with Various Canes

....____

. Certified Jewel or Promise @
RAO per thou 36.0 29.0 32.0 . 53.0
1st year estab, cost per acre 9508 87.9 91.3 114.9

2. Uncertified Jewel @ £7.5 per
thou 27.0 21.8 24.0 39,8
1st year estab. cost per acre 86.8 80.7 83.3 101,7

3. Uncertified Promise @ £3.5
per thou 12.6 10.2 11.2 18.6
1st year estab. cost per acre 72.4 69.5 70.5 80.5

The example of a first year cost of £133.8 given in Table 17 may be
compared with the actual 1963 costs in the sample. The range in the 1963
costs is given in Table 19; these costs averaged £117,0 per acre and all
except 2 were lower than the example.
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TABLE 1, DITRIBUTI0Fj3 PLMATIONS ACCORDING TO

FIRST YEAR ESTABLISHMENT COST PER JI

ider
6o u-1,3i v .

' 1100-80-99 - lig
120-

.139i

140-

159 •

16G-

179

,180- 1 Over
199 200 '

:Total

No. cases 1 I 3. 1 - 3 1 3 -• 1 .... . 1 13

The main difference between the example cost and the actual cases is

in the cost of the canes per acre, as in only 2 cases was this as high as
in the example (where certified Jewel were planted double). In all except
1 case the actual cane costs were considerably higher than they would be
for uncertified Promise 'planted singly at the same distance. The range in
the cost of canes in the 1963 enmple is given in Table 204 The average
cost was E43,8 per acre.

TABLE 20 DISTRIBUTION OF 1 6 PLANTATIONS ACCORDING TO COST

OF CANES PER ACRE

R,
under
10

10-19 20-29 30-39 40-49 50-59

1 -
I
60-69 70-79 80-89 Total

No. cases
I

1* - 2** 4**1 2 1* 1* 1* 1 13

* represents 1 case where some or all own canes used for planting.

The costs other than canes in the example amount to £62 13er acre, which
compares with an average cost of £73.2 for the 1963 costs in the sample. The

range of these 1963 costs is given in Table 21.

TABLE 21 DISTRIBUTION OF 1 6 PLANTATIONS ACCORD= TO COSTS

OTHER THAN CANES PER ACRE

E I2o-29 30-39 40-49150-59 60-69 70-79 8O89999 °T Total

No. cases 1 2 1 1 2 2 2 1 - 2 13
t
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.Too little information was available to enable the profitability of
inter—cropping to be judged. Only 10 of the. 32 first year plantations ,
which were costed were inter—cropped (with potatoes in 5 cases, potatoes
and carrots in 1 case, turnips in 2 cases, beetroot in 1 case, cabbage and

kale in 1 case). Several growers said that they intended to stop or had

stopped..growing inter—crops because the damage done to the canes by, for .

example, potato harvesting was not offset by the extra income. Others, - .

however, valued the extra income and maintained that potato haulm gave some
protection to the young canes.

SECOND YEAR

This refers to the year following establishment.

Eight plantation d were costed which had not made sufficient growth in

their first year to bear fruit in the second year and which were therefore

not posted and wired, Sixteen plantations were costed which wore posted and

wired in their second year and from which fruit was picked in that year. The

data for these 2 groups is given separately.

PLAUMIONS NOT POSTED AND WIRED nc SECOND YEAR NOT CROPPED)-

Of the 33.8 acres in this category, 28.6 acres were of the variety

Jewel, 3.2 acres were M's and 2.0 acres Lloyd Georges

The canes were known to have been cut down on 1 plantation only.

Gaps were filled on 6 of the 8 plantations, the number of canes used
being 1.4 thousand per acre if averaged over the 8 cases or 1.9 thousand
over the 6 cases. In 3 cases the canes were purchased and in 3 cases home—
produced. The time taken to do this job averaged 7.6 man hours per thousand

planted over the 4 cases for which the information was available.

All the plantations received compound fertiliser — eith raspberry or

potato — at an average rate of 5.1 cwt per acre. In 3 cases a nitrogenous
top dressing was also applied at an average rate of 1.6 cwt per acre or 0.6

cwt for the 8 cases. Dung was applied to 3 plantations at an average rate
of 9,3 tons per acre or 3,6 tons per acre averaged over the 8 cases. Shoddy

was applied to 2 plantations at an average rate of 2.8 tons per acre or an

average of 0.7 tons for the 8 cases.
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Weedkiller was used on 5 of the plantations at an average rate of
2,6 lb for the 3 plantations where the quantity used was known. One
plantation was sprayed by contract; the average time for the other 4 was
1.5 hours per acre for a man and a tractor.

Cleaning operations where weedkillers were used averaged 19.4 woman
and 15.9 man hours of, hand work in the 4 cases where the hours were available
and 4.9 hours of tractor work for the 5 cases. Cleaning operations where •
weedkillers were not used (3 cases) averaged 15.4 hours. of tractor work; for
the 2 cases where the hours were known for the hand work the average was 3.1
woman and 45.6 man hours.

An example of a second year cost (not posted and wired) has been drawn
up in Table 22, using the physical quantities from these 8 cases and 1963
costs for the various items.
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TABLE 22 EXAMPLE OF COST OF SECOND YEAR PLANTATION NOT

POSTED AND WIRED, PER ACRE

Work Done

Filling gaps, @ 7.6 hrs per thou

Applying dung @ 1. 1 man hrs and 0,4
tractor hrs per ton

Applying fertilisers by hand @ 1 hr
per cwt

Care of croli interow cultivations
applying weedkiller
hand work

Totals

Costs

Materials used: .
*Canes, 1.4 thou @ £10

Dung, 9,3 tons @ 6:0.85

Fertiliser -
* raspberry, 5.1 cwt £1.0
* nitrogenous, 0.6 cwt £0,725

*Weedkiller, 2.6 lb Simazine @ £1.55

Work:
Man hours, 48.8 5s.10id.

*Woman "9 19.4 © 3s. 1-id.

*Tractor 11 9 104 1 @ 2s. 3d.

Rent

Total

Hours

men women tractor
& boys

1c, 6

10.2

5,7

0.0

Ow.

4,9
1.5
15.9 19.4

SOO

3.7

4.9
1; 5

48.8 19.4 10. 1

14,0

7.9

5.1
0.2+

4,0

14.3

3.0

2.2

50.9

6.o

56.9

*Variable costs, total £27.1
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PLUTATIONS POSTED AND WIRED IN SECOND YEAR (CROPPED)

Posting and ?a rin .

With the variation in row widths and variation in the distance apart

of pos-6s in the rows, the number of posts used varied from 100 to 338 per
acre. The range is shown in Table 23. The average number used per acre was

208 posts.

TABLE 23 DISTRIBUTION OF PLANTATIONS ACCORDING TO NUMBER OF

POSTS USED PER ACRE

N o. posts
100—
124

125—
149

150—
174

175—
199

200—
224

225-1
249

250—
274

275—
299

300—
324

325—
349

T Otal

No. cases 3 3 3 2' 2 3 3 3 - 2 24

The cost of new posts ranged from ls.1d. to 3s.9-d. per post, the

average being 2s. Their life was variously assessed — 10 growers expected

to use the posts for only 1 plantation, 7 expected to use half the posts
twice and 7 expected tn use all the posts for at least 2 plantations. With

all these variations the charge for posts varied from 6,6.4 to £28.8 per acre.

The quantity of wire used per acre also varied according to the width

of the rows and according to the number of wires used — 2, 3 or 4... The
range in the amount used is shown in Table 24.

TABLE 24 DISTRIBUTION OF PLANTATIONS ACCORDING TO

AMOUNT OF WIRE USED PER ACRE

CIA 2-2.9 3-3.9 4-4.9 5-5.9 over 6 Total

No. cases 7 5 6 6 1 . 25

The wire cost 4.2 per cwt on average, variations being due to the

quantity purchased and the gauge of the wire. Seventeen growers e±pected

the wire to last for 2 plantations, 4 for only q plantations and 3 growers
for 3 or 4 plantations.
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With such differences in the quantities of materials used per acre
the time spent on this job varied widely. For 11 plantations, for which
the time for posting was available separately, this took 17.6 man hour's and
0.7 tractor hours per acre on average. The average time for wiring on 10
plantatj.ons was 12.8 man hours per acre. The total time taken for posting
and wiring was available for 29 plantations. The range in this cost is shown
in Table 25.

TA......2,)115. DISTRIBUTION OF PLANTATIONS ACCORDING TO

. MANUAL WORK INVOLVED IN POSTING AND WIRING PER ACRE

Hours i 
under

1 10
1 10-19 20-29

.

30-39 . 40-49 50-59

.

60-69 79
lover
I 100

Total

., ........_
No. cases 2

A
I 4

_
10 3 5 - 1 2 1 i 2 29

Excluding the 5 cases where over 60 hours were spent per acre, the
average time taken to post and wire was 24.7 man, 2.3 woman hours and 0,9
tractor hours per acre.

If posts are set 15 yards apart in rows 61 apart, 192 are needed per
acre and at 2s. per post, with an expected life of 1- plantations, the charge
per acre would be £12,8. Using 2 wires (12 gauge), 3.5 cwt would be needed
for an acre and at E4.2 per cwt, with an expected life of 2 plantations, the
charge per acre for wire would be £7.4. Taking the average time for erecting
poss and wires, the total charge for posting and wiring comes to £28.1 per
acre. (See Table 26.)

TABLE 26 EXAMPLE OF COST OF POSTING AND WIRING

(61 ROWS PER ACRE

*Posts, 192 x £0.1 per post (15 yard intervals)

*Wire, 3.5 cwt @ I- x e4.2 per cwt (2 wires, 12 gauge)

Nan hours,

*Woman hours,

*Tractor hours,

24.7 @ 5s.10-1d. per hour

2.3 @ 3s. 1-P. per hour

O.9,@ 4s, 3d. per hour

..swirissearra.tairrawatasrimma.....afit.moffmaW,

12.8

7.4

7.3

0.4

0.2

28,1

*Variable costs, total £20.7
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Growing Costs

On 12 of the 16 plantations which wore cropped in their second year,

some lacing or clasping was done after posting and wiring. The amount of

this winter wOrk was small compared with a mature plantation, averaging

5.2 hours per acre for the 10 plantations for which the hours were avail—

able. Four—fifths of the work was done by women. The average amount of

twine used was 6.6 lb in the 6 cases where the information was available.
The average cost per acre for 8 cases was £1.1. .

Blanks had to be filled in 2 cases, using an average of 0.2 thousand

canes per acre.

Only 1 plantation received dung (5 tons per acre) and this received

no fertiliser.

The amount of fertiliser applied to the other 15 plantations averaged '

6.4 cwt per acre, of which 0.9 cwt were a nitrogenous fertiliser. The rest

of the fertiliser application consisted of potassic straights in 2 cases and

a high potash compound in the other 13 cases. The fertilisers were spread by

hand in 9 cases and mechanically in 6 cases. The time taken to spread the

fertiliser averaged 0.6 man hours per cwt by hand (average of 6 cases) and
0.2 hours per cwt by tractor (average of 6 cases).

Weedkiller was used on 8 of the 16 plantations, in 1 case at the rate

of 1 lb per acre, in 4 cases at 1.6 lb per acre and in 2 cases at about 4 lb

per acre. The average amount used was 2.2 lb per acre (7 cases). The

average time taken to apply the weedkiller was 1.4 hours for 1 man and tractor

per acre.

Where weedkiller was used the average time spent on interrow cultivat—

ions was 5.7 hours and on handwork 26 hours per acre. The latter included

13.5 woman hours.

Where no weedkiller was used the average time spent on interrow

cultivations was 4.0 hours with a tractor and 0.4 hours with a rotary hoe;

the average time spent on handwork was 40 hours per acre. The latter included

9.4 woman hours.

If the cleaning costs are Calculated using these average times and 1963

costs, there is no difference between the users and nonusers of weedkiller in

this sample (see Table 27), Of course it is impossible to draw any conclusion

from this comparison because the groups are small and the need for and effect—

iveness of the cleaning operations were not known. This annual cost gives no

indication of the economy of using weedkillers when the full life of the

plantation is considered.
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TABLE 27 COST OF CLEANING PER ACRE

No. cases

Interrow cultivations and hand work
Weedkiller (2.2 lb © £1.55 Per lb)
Application of weedkiller

Total

Weedkiller I
Used Not used

8

Eight of the plantations were sprayed with D.D.T. against the raspberry
beetle. In 1 case this was done by contract; the average time taken for the
other 7 was 1.4 hours per acre for 1 man and tractor. Various types of
D.D.T. spray wore used, so that the only figure which can be quoted is the
average cost of the materials per acre, £0.7.

Yield and Returns

The yield of fruit from these 16 second year plantations varied from
0.5 to 36.0 cwt, the average being 11.0 cwt. The yield range is given in
Table 28.

TABLE 28 DISTRIBUTION OF SECOND YEAR PLANTATIONS ACCORDING

TO YIELD PER ACRE

iCwt under
5

5-9 110-14115-19 20-24125-29
1

1
30-34

,

35-39 Total

No. cases 3 6 1 4 - , 2 ,—1 — — 1 16

The yields of plantations of Jewel covered a similar range to those
of other varieties. The average yield of the 11 Jewel plantations was 11,4
cwt and that of the other and mixed varieties 93 cwt.
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The fruit from the 11 Jewel plantations was 6old'as. pulp in 5 cases, to
the canners in 4 cases, partly As pulp and partly for canning in 1 case, and
partly as pulp and partly to the fresh market in 1 case. The fruit from the
plantations of other varieties was sold for canning in I case and as pulp in
L. cases. Taking the 10 plantations which were costed in 1963, the average
yield was 9.7 cwt and the average difference between returns for the fruit
and the picking costs was E50.7 per acre (or E5.2 per cwt). Table 29 gives
an example of the balance between costs and returns for a cropped second year
plantation.
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TABLE 29 EXAMPLE OF COSTS AND RETURNS  FOR A CROPPED

SECOND YEAR PLANTATION PER ACRE

Work Done

Winter work - lacing or clasping

Applying fertilisers by hand @ 0.5 hrs
per cwt

Care of crop - interrow cultivations
applying weedkiller
hand work
applying D.D.T. spray

. Totals

Costs

Materials:
*Twine, 6.6 lb

Fertiliser -
* raspberry, 5.5 cwt @ £1
* nitrogenous, 0.9 cwt £0.725

*Weedkiller, 2.2 lb @ £1.55

*D.D.T. spray

Work:
Man hours, 25.2 @ 5s.10ia.

*Woman 17.7 @ 3s. 1-217d.

*Tractor It, 8,5 @ 4s. 3d.

Rent

Total growing cost

Returns

11 cwt fruit -
3.7 cwt canning @ £147 per ton)
7.3 cwt pulp £131 " " )

Picking cost @ 3-1.- lb (i.e. £1.63 per cwt)

Margin on fruit, returns less picking cost
 `MOW 

Hours

man women tractor
& boys

1.0 4.2

3.2

5.7 5.7
1.4
12.5 j 13.5
1.4

25.2 17.7 8.5

111.111,

1.24.

5.5
0.7

3.4
0.7 ,

7.4

2.8

1.8

23.4
6.0

29.4

75.0

17.9

57.1

*Variable costs, total £14.7
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DISESTABLISH= OF PLANTATIONS

Before the canes can be dealt with the posts and wires have to be
removed from the ground and, as they are often expected to have more than
1 Plantation life, this job must be done with reasonable care. Some
information was collected over the 3 years from 16 growers about this activity
but unfortunately in some cases only the method or cost was recorded and not
the hours of work involved..

The time taken to cut the strings and remove the posts and wires varied
from 8.7 man hours with no tractor hours up to 36 man hours with 18 tractor
hours per acre. In 6 cases the "man" hours were between 8 and 13 hours, in
3 cases between 22 and 24 hours and in 2 cases between 36 and 38 hours per
acre. The average time taken in these 11 cases was 17.4 hours by men, 1.7
hours by women and boysyand 2.8 hours by tractors.

The destruction of the canes and stools was done in 2 ways, by the
traditional method of ploughing out, collecting and burning or by chopping up
with a rotovator. (In 1 instance a forage harvester was put over the plantat—
ion prior to rotovating.) Supporters of both methods would claim that each
reduced disease — the first by burning infected plant material, the second by
the action of .the tannin in the rotting canes on the eelworms which carry the
virus infections. Information on their method of destroying the canes was
available from 13 growers, 5 of whom collected and burnt them and 8 of whom
rotovated them. The average time spent on dealing with the canes by rotovating
was 3.6 hours for I man and tractor per acre, an average of 6 cases. The
average time spend collecting and burning (an average of 4 cases) was 60.6
"man" hours and 14.3 tractor hours or, if 1 case with very high hours is ex—
cluded, an average of 32.8 hours of manual work (i.e. 22.1 man hours and. 10.7
woman hours) and 7.1 hours of tractor work for 3 cases. Average costs for the
2 methods have been calculated using these average times and 1963 wage rates.
These are given in Table 30.
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TABLE I) COSTS OF DISESTABLISHING PLANTATIONS PER ACRE

(1) Removing posts and wires 17.4 man hrs @ 5s.1ad. 5.1
*1.7 woman hrs @ 3s. 114, 0.3
*2.8 tractor hrs @ 4s. 3d. 0.6

(2) Destroying canes by rotovating 3.6 man hrs
*3,6 tractor hrs

(3) Destroying canes by burning 22,1 man hrs
10.7 woman hrs
7.1 tractor hrs

(1) 4. (2)

(1) -I- (3)

6.0

6.5
1.7
1.5

9.7

7.9 1

15.7

*Disestablishment by rotovating2 variable costs, total £0.7

CHARGE AGAINST WITING PLANTATION FOR ESTABLISHIIENT AND

DISESTABLISHMENT

The incidence of second year crops varied. Thirty of the 45 growers,
who provided information between 1961 and 1963, expected second year crops,

7 did not expect them, 3 expected them sometimes and for 5 no information
was recorded. This would give a possible 25 per cent failure rate s(10 in

40), sometimes falling to 18 per cent (7 in 40). Considering the second

year plantations which were costed, these were cropped by 14 growers, not

cropped by 5 and partly cropped by 3 growers. This gives a possible failure

rate of 36 per cent (8 in 22), sometimes falling to 23 per cent (5 in 22).

Of the 16 second year plantations of Jewel, 5 were not cropped, i.e. 31 per
cent, and of the 8 plantations of other or mixed varieties 3, or 28 per
cent, were not cropped. Taking the 1963 costs only, 14 second year plantat—

ions were cropped, 1 was partly cropped and 5 were not cropped, giving a
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failure rate of. 30 or 25 per cent including or excluding the partial failure.
The failure rates here for Jewel and other plantations were both 1 in 4,
excluding the partial failure which was Jewel. These failure rates are all
higher than the growers' expectations and it may be, therefore, that the
costings were done in yeamwhich were particularly unfavourable to the
establishment of raspberries or that the sample, which was small, was biased.
The variety Jewel is known to be more difficult to establish than most other
varieties and the costed sample may contain an unrepresentatively high
proportion of this variety. It may also be that growers are incurably
optimistic about their chances of "instant" establishment.

The average expected total life of a plantation was 3 yea (39 cases).

The cost e7,,:amples have been put together in Table 31 in order to
calculate the total charge per full fruiting year. The highest and lowest
costs likely to be incurred using purchased canes have been used in this
table. The most usual charge will be that for 6 years at full fruiting, i.e.
the average life of 8 years less 2 establishment years.

The charge per year against the fruiting plantation is, of course,
greater if more or better quality canes are used than if they are not but
it is not so much greater that is is not worthwhile if a longer fruiting
life or heavier crops are obtained.
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Type of cane certified
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TLILli TOTAL STABLISHMENT AND DISESTaLISHUENT COSTS PER ACRE,

AND CHARGE PER FULL FRUITING YEAR

Planting method at 2' x 6t)

First year cost

Share of extra (unproductive) second year
cost (i of E56.9)

Posting and wiring

Disestablishment (by rotovating)

Second year cost

Gross charge against full f ruiting years

Credit second year crop (i1 owts)
margin on fruit, returns less picking
costs

Net charge against full fruiting years

Annual charge per full fruiting year
if 6 years @ full fruiting

8

11 11 11 It

It It 11 11

Total variable costs

Charge per year over
fruiting

e.g. 6 years

133.8

14.2

28.1

7.9

29.4

213.4

Jewel/Promise Promise
certified uncertified
single single

95.8

14.2

28.1

7.9

72.4

14.2

28.1

7.9

29.4 29.4

175.4 152.0

57.1 57.1 57.1

156.3 I 118.3

26.1

22.3

19.6

70.5

11.8

94.9

19.7

16.9

14.8

.34.1

5.7

15.8

13.6

11,9

8.4

1.4



B. FRUITIaG -RASPBERRIES -

ME MIELE

Thirty—six fruiting plantations were costed in 1963. Nineteen of
:these were in Perthshire, 14 in Angus and 3 in Fife. The holdings on
iihich the costing was done varied from small holdings on which soft fruit
was the main enterprise to farms of over 200 acres on which soft fruit
was one of many enterprises and of varying size and importance in the
farm economy. The range in the size of the holdings is shown in Table 32.

TABLE 32 DISTRIBUTION OF PLANTATIONS

ACCORDING TO SIZE OF HOLDING

Acres
under
10

10—
19

20—
29

30—
39

40—

49 '59

1
50— 160— 1[100—

169 111149
150—

199
200—
,249

over
250 Total

i No. cases 8 4 !
i

7 3 7 36 ,

Where possible the whole fruiting acreage of raspberries on a holding
was costed, whatever ages and varieties this included.

The size of the plantations costa_ varied from 0.7 to 84.0 acres of
fruit, the average being 10.62 acres with 0.58 acres of associated
endrigg, roads and so on. The plantation sizes are shown in Table 33.

TABLE 33 DISTRIBUTION OF PLANTATIONS ACCORDING TO

ACREAGE OF FRUIT CONED

Acres under 5 5-9 10-14 15-19 over 20 Total

. cases 16 I 6 9 1 1 4 36

The average age of each plantation was calculated and the
distribution of these is given in Table 34. The average of the 34
average ages which were available was 5.6 years.
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TABLE 3/4. DISTRIBUTION OF PLAITTATIONS ACCORDING TO AVBRAGE AGE

. . . .  . . .
Years under. 3 , 3°9 1,7)--0-4.9 5.0 5-.91.6...9-6f9 ovcr 7.0 n.a.JTotal '

No. cases I 3 7 7 . .1 8 8 2 36

The average proportions of different ages and varieties of fruit are
given in Table 35.

TABuLla AGES  OF PLANTATIONS: VARIETIES  GROTJ

A. Averaoe Proportions of Fruit of
Different Ages in the Plantations

Years 2 3 4 1 5 6 1
t 7 8 9 10-13 n. .Total

—
Per
Cent 2 11 18 18 116 17 6 5 2

4

5 100

B. Avealage. Proportions of Fruit of Different
Varieties in the Plantations

Variety Jewel !Exploit Mixed Promise
Lloyd

nterpriseGeorge
-,
b Burnetholm n.a. Total

—
Per
Cent 43

•
18 15 9 ,

o 2 1
161100

Row widths and planting distances within the rows varied between
holdings and sometimes according to variety on a particular holding.
A summary of row widths and planting distances is given in Table 36.
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. TABLE „6 DISTRIBUTION OF PLANTATIONS

ACCORDING TO PLANTING =SINGES 

Row
Width

Distance between plants in raw'
Total

1 1611 21011 21411 2t6it Taxed n.a.

51011 1 1 1

5'2" 1 1

516" 1 2 1 1 5
5 t 8/np10" 1 2 3
6fou 2 6 4 2 14
6t4" 1 1

6'6" 1 1 2

7'0" I 1 2

Mixed. 2 2
—

Total 3 9 3 f 9 2 33

COSTS An RETURNS

The average costs and returns for the whole sample (36 cases) are
given in Table 37. Labour, regular plus casual', was the largestitem in .
the. growing cost (43.7 per cent) and in the harvesting cost (83.4 per cent)
and also by far the largest single item in the total cost (65.3 per Cent). The
share of establishment was the next largest item, being 11.6 per cent
of the total cost.



TABLE 37 AVERAGE COSTS An RETURNS FOR FRUIT=

RLSPBERRIES PER LORE

212vins_221-ta % total
cost

Materials : dung (incl. vork leading & spreading) 4.2 , 2.3
* fertilisers 7.6 4.2
* twine. . 1.7 0.9
* -weedkiller 1.6 0.9
* other sprays 0.9 0.5
* miscellaneous 0.2 0.1
'Work: * casual labour 10.1 5.6

regular labour 26.0 14.4
* 2.6 1.4tractor and rotovator

horse 0.7. 0.4
Rent 6.0 . 3.3

*Share of establishment costs (incl. variable costs £8.0) 21.0 11.6

Total Growing Cost -

21.2hina_2(2ELE

82.6 45.6

*Materials: punnets, trays 7.1
barrels, pails 0.9

'Work: * casual labour (incl. pickers' transport etc.) 68.3

regular labour 1348

tractor 0.3

*Haulage of fruit 7.0

-cola storage jQ

Total Picking Cost 98.4

Returns

Fruit

Ganes

- fresh
canning
jam
house etc.

Growing 4. Picking Cost - '18140.

% by vrb. cwt.

.13 5.84 62.4,
34 15.00 106.8
52 - .22.96 149.8,

0.45 3.0

Total • 100 -44.25 322.0 178

3.8 2

Total .325.8 180

3.9
0.5
37.7
7.6
0.2

3.9
0.6

54.4

100.0

-.1.Tet Margin 144.8 80

*Variable costs, total 6";,113.4
•Gross Margin (returns less variable cost)  £212.4
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Table 38 shows the average seasonal work requirements.

TABLE 9 A ERAGE SEASOLL WORK BEtUIRZIETTS

PER ACRE

Hours

regular casual tractor
hand

rotovator
horse

Autumn and winter,)
cultivations etc.

S7Jrinr,b and summerl ,
cultivations etc.

Total

Pidking

56.7

41.3

23.5*

21.4*

0.3

10.9

—

1.0

2.2

5.2

98.0 44.9* 11.2 1.0 7.4

52.8 * 1.4 1 0.4

*plus some piecework

GROWING COSTS (Materials used.

Manures

All the plantations received some form of manure; in 12 cases this
consisted. wholly or in Dart of dung, in 7 cases wholly or partly of a
fertiliser containing some organic material and in 30 cases wholly or
partly of an inorganic fertiliser. The weights of clang and fertiliser
used are shown in Table 39; the average quantities used in the
different combinations are given in Table 40. The average dressings over

TABLE 39 DISTRIBUTION OF PLANTATIGA ACCORD= TO 

A. anntitr A lied or aors1

tons nil 044 5-9 10-14 Total

No. cases 24 4 6 2 36
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B. Quantity of Fertilisers Applied ',Der acre

- ,
i

cwt. 1 nil 0-1.
2.0- 4.0-16.0- 8.0- 10.0- over Total1

No. cases 1 - 6 11 9 3 4 2 36

the whole sample (36 cases) were 6.7 cwt. of fertiliser and 2.3 tons of
dung per acre. This dressing of dung is equivalent to 10 tons every
if years.

TABLE 40 EAIURETG PER ACRE

Manures applied
.

No.

caeb s

Quantity applied
Fertiliser
analysis

.
I

- 'fertiliser
Cost o f

dressingertilis,'
1

dux' f-'--- .
:I Organic? inorganic

IT.'

Dung only
Dung.4. -.organic
fertiliser

Dung + inorganic •
fertiliser
Organic fertiliser
only

Organic +
inorganic fertiliser

Inorganic
fertiliser en.ly

1

2
1

1

3

2

19

tons

.9.0

112.7

5.2

-

_

-

cwt. 1
t

-

12.6 i
i

-
. .

6..7

5.0-

.- .

..

I

1

cwt. Iunits1 units1units,
-

-

5.3

-

4.3

6.6

-•-

63

55

61

98

72

63

42

33

50

43

—

132

80

43

79

96

E

--

20.9

5.5

9.2

12.0

6.8

The dung dressing appears to be low in if cases because only part
of the fruiting plantation was covered - the dressed area received.
between 10 and 15 tons per acre in each case. Two growers purchased
dung for the raspberrieS.

Where dung and an inorganic fertiliser were used, the dressing of
fertiliser was 1.3 cwt, lower than where inorganic fertiliser only was
used the fertiliser used with the dung had a relatively higher
phosphatic content per cut.
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Tv4.ne

The amount of twine used to tie the canes to the supporting wires
Varied vdth the method of wirinc and ..with the number and growth of the
canet. Where the canes are held between 2 wires, clipped tocether at
intervals, no tying is necessary. Only 1 grower in this sample used.
double wires at both the top and the bottom, 20 used a doule vire at
the bottom and tied the canes at the top, and 13 used single wires and
tied at both the top and the bottom of the canes. _ The average amount
of twine recorded as used where the canes were tied only at the top was
6.6 lb. per acre (average of 12 cases); where they were tied top and.
bottom it was 14.3 lb. per acre (average of 12 cases). The quality
and. cost of the twine varied but no attempt was made to distinguish
the grades, although the use of a Door quality may cause some extra:
work retying after bad weather. The average cost of the twine per acre
was Z1.2 where the canes wore tied at the top only and Z2.4 where they
were tied top and. bottom. The ranges of quantity and cost are given in
Table 41.

TABLE 41 DISTRIBUTION OF PLATATIOZS ACCORDING TO

LEOU:T An COST OF Zi= USED PER  ORE

A. Tied at to only

lb. .0-3.9 1 .0-4.915.0-5.9 6.0-6.9 7.0-7.9 8.0-8.9 Total

No. cases 2 1 1 1 1
I

4 12

1
E.,

0.60- 0
°
80-

1
.00- 1 .20- 1.40- 1 .60-

Total0.79 0.99 1,19 1.39 11.59 1.79

No. cases 3 1 3 4 5 /f 20 I

B. Tied teD and bottom

lb .
11.0-
11.9

12.0-113.0-
12.9 13.9

14.0-
14.9

15.0-
15,9

16 . 0-1
16.9119.9

18 .0- over
20 Total

No. cases 3 4 J 1 1 - 1 2 12

Z
11.60-11.80-
1.79 , 1.99

2.00-1
2.19

I - I2.20-1i 2.39
2.40-1
2.59

-____- i
2.60-
2.79

2.80-
2.99

3.80-
3.99

4.00-
4 .19 T °t al

No.
cases1

i 2 i 1
....... ....._ .
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!lee leillers

These were used on 12 plantations2 10 of which were wholly sprayed.
and 2 partially. A soil-acting herbicide was used on all these
plantations' but the quafttity used Varied. In .2 cases. the spraying was
done by contract and the quantity used was not known the average amount
used. on the other 10 plantations was 2.9 lb. per acre sprayed.. The
range of quantities used is shown in Table 42..

•.•
TJANM TM S OF •.l'5117,DTCILL.ER USED P7R Acrap SPRP:\r7D--.,

lb,
1

1 1.0-2.1.9i2.0-,24913 0-3.9...
_
4 .0-4.9 n.a. Total

___,.......

No, cases' 2 1 2
1 3

3 2 12

In addition, contact sprays were used on endriggs by 2 growers at
a cost of ZO.1 per acre of fruit.

The range in the cost Der acre of weedkillers is given in
Table 43. The average cost was 4.8 per acre.

alIflia..1 COST  OF WEED SPRAY= MATERIAL PER ACRE Ska.,,i.JD

p II.0-
'1.9

2.0-
2.9

3.0-14.0-
3.9 4.9

5.0-
5.9

6.0-
6.9

7.0-
7.9

8.0-
0 0.0
i

n.a. Total

,
No. cases 1 3 1 I2 1 1 1 12

Other Sora7s

One plantation was sprayed against canes-,pot at a cost of £0.2 per
acre for lime sulphur I plantation was sprayed against raspberry
moth costing £0;,9 per acre for tar oil winter wash. •

Twenty-five growers sprayed their plantations against the
raspbQrry beetle. Two plantations were spraydd by contract. For the
other 23 plantations9 the average cost of materials was £1.2 per acre '
sprayed., Some form of D.D.T. was used by 17 grmers2.malathion by. 1 9
partly both by 2,and liquid derris. by 1 grower. The variation in .the
cost of the material is shown in Table 44.
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TABLE L4 COST OF ANTI-BEETLE SPRAY PER LORE  SPRAYED

E.
lund.er
0.5

0.5-
0.9

.0-

.4
1.5-1
1.9 12.4

2.0- 2.5-
2.9

over
3.0 i 

1
lTotal

No.
cases

i ...., 

6 1 2 1 1 1 23
la.. 

Miscellaneous Costs

These were the costs of a small quantity .of posts and. wires which
were replaced on 9 plantations. The costs on the individual
plantations varied from E1.8 to 0.1 per acre.

WORK DONE

Winter Work

The winter work in a raspberry -Plantation can be done at any time-
after the end. of the previous fruiting season when there is labour
available and can thus provide useful work on an arable farm at slack
times during the winter.

The winter work has been taken to include cutting strings,
slackening wires, digging, cutting out, carrying off and burning canes,
maintenance of posts and wires, adjusting wires, lacing and topping.
A varying amount of this work was done by piecework.

The average time taken to do the usual winter,vork on the 26
plantations where all the work was paid for on an hourly basis was
94.7 hours per acre. The range in the time taken was wide and is
given in Table 45.

TABLE 45 DISTRIBUTION OF PLANTATIONS __ACCORDING TO HOURS  SPENT

• ON WThirvi- WORK PER ACRE

Hours
under

50
0-74 75-99 100-124 125-149 150-174

over
175

Total

No.
es cas, 3 7 4 7 3 1 • 1 26
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It is obvious that the cost of the work per acre depended partly
on the hours vo2ked and ioartly on the proportion of the work done by
women, who were paid at apprqximatply half the monts rate per hour.

TABLE 46 AVERAGE TOM HOURS OF WINTER WORK,

HOURS ',OF FEDIALE LBOUR ,AND COST PER ACRE

Hours worked
under
50 „u

, 
-,I'

,
) -" 

r„ 
72 
,,100-

124
125-
149

150
174

....._

over
175

Av. total hrs.
IN. vms. hrs.0./ *

ncl. above)

37.0

13.8

58.1

28.2

90.7

44.0

110.31135.1

42.7 62.1

154.7248.5

248.5

Total cost, E 9.4 12.9 I 19.5 26.31 31.21 45.8 38.8

The cost of piecework on the 10 plantations where it occurred
averaged £7.9 per acre. The range is shown in Table 47. On I holding
with. nearly 100 per cent of piecework, the only job which was not done
in this way was the maintenance work on the posts and wires. On the
other 9 plantations strings were cut by piecework in 3 cases, canes
dug in I case, cut out in 5cases, carried off in 2 cases, wires replaced
and reclasped in 2 cases, canes laced in 7 cases and topped in 2 cases.

TABLE 47 DISTRIBUTION OF PLAiiTilTIONS 'ACCORDING TO COST OF

WINTER PIECEWORK PER ACRE

nil -4.9
5.0-
9.9

10.0-
14.9

15.0-
19.9

20.0-
04.9

25.0-
29.9

Total

No. cases 26 4 1 -.- . 1 36

• 
The variation in the

.
 cost of the winter work is shown in Table 48.

The overall average cost of this work was £19.8 per acre, the average
being £14.6 for the 10 plantations where some piecework was done and
£21.8 where no piecework was done.
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•
TABLE 48 DISTRIBUTION OF PUNTATIONS ACCORD= TO COST OF

WINTER WORK PER ACRE

E
under
10

1
10.0—
14.9

15.0—
19.9

20.0—
24.9

25.0—
29.9

30.0—
34.9

35.0—
39.9

1
40.0-145.0— 

44.9 49.9
T ota l

No. casess

Hourly
work only 2 7 3 6 3 2 1 1 1 26

Hourly H.
piecework 2 3 3 — 2 — — — — 10

All I

plantations 4 10 6 6 5 2 1 1 1 I 1 361

- : •

The different winter jobs were not always recorded separately/
so 2 groups of jobs were taken to find the ranee of costs associated
with each group. The results for the plantations for which this detail
was available are given in Table 49. The average cost for the jobs in
group A. was £121 and for those in group B. £6.71 giving an average
total cost for winter work on these 27 plantations of £18.8 per acre.

TOLE 49 DISTRIBUTION OF PLANTATIONS ACCORDING TO COST OF:—

A. PA-lingLELlinas, slackening wires rethovin clips, digqiug,
cattini out -carryin-, off and-burninP

E under

5
5-9 10-14 5-19 20-2425-29

over
30 !Total

No. cases 2 8 12 3 1 _ 1 27
,

B. Ad'ustinP and care of posts and wires. lacing and toppilla

r.a.,
under
2.5

2.5— 5.0—
4.9 .7.4

17.5—
19.9

10.0—
12.4

12.5
14.9

over
15.0

Total

No. cases 1 11 7 i 3 1 1 3 j 27
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More details of t4evork done vere available on 14 plantations azid,.
although this is a very small sample, the details are given in Table 50
as a matter of interest.

TABLE W TIKES TY,KEY....20R WI:TER JOBS ON

14 PL./,TIUS PER ACRE

. . ,

. Job

,

No.
cases

.Work done
•

Total cost

i
hourly l on
basis Ipiecevolk e

averag 1 range
highestIlowest

Out strings - 1 string
2 strings '

Slacken wire, unc lip
Dig, cut out, carry off
and burn canes

Replace wires, clip
Maintain posts and wires
Lace and top canes -

1 string
2 strings

All job's

.6 o
6
00
14

8
14

i 8
6.....____

hours

9.3
12„7
 4.2

36.5

4.5
4.5

21.7
9.5

1
/

6,„

_
0.4
-

0.5

-,
..

_
2.0

g,

2.0
2.8 -
1.0

6.9

1.1
1.1

4.1
A.06

. 
I

4.5 t

4.4
2.3

19.2

2.1
7.7

8.5
LI_

30.6

,

Z •
0.5
1.2
0.3

3.5

0..
0

1.0 .
2.8

I' 14 72.6 1.6 17.5 8.8 1

Canes were known to have been dug from 11 plantations and in 10
cases some were used or sold. The time -taken to dig cannot be related
to the numbers dug, as it is not known haw many were dug altogether,
only the number used being recorded.

The cost of some autumn weeding has been excluded from the costs
of. winter work and included with the summer cleaning costs it amounted
to F.,0. 1 E2.5 and Z3.3 per acre on the 3 .plantations concerned.
Similarly, hours spent during the winter on 2 plantations painting
barrels and pairs have also been excluded from the calculation of the,
cost of winter work. The work of painting cost E1.4 per acre in both
cases.

Spring and Summer Work

, Dung was led and spread using a horse in I case (12.4 hours per
acre), by hand only in 2 cases (average 3.3 hours per acre) and using a
tractor in 7 cases (average 0.6 tractor hours and 1.5 hours of manual
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work per acre). The cost of this work of leading and spreading was
'included in the charge for dung.

Fertilisers were spread by hand in 13 cases, by hand with some
use of a tractor in 5 cases and by 1 man and tractor in 13 cases.
The time taken to spread by hand varied from 1.0 to 12.8 hours per
aore9 the average being 4.9 hours. The time taken by 1 man with a
tractor varied from 0.7 to 4.0 hours per acre, the average being 1.6
hours'. In neither case were the variati:ons apparently due to the
application of different weights of fertiliser per acre.

Where dung was applied to the plantation the 2 traditional
ploughings, away from and towards the canes, were done by tractor in
7 cases and by horse in 1 case. For the 7 plantations where this was
done by tractor it took an average of 4 hours per acre for all the
ploughing. In the other 3 cases only the covering operation appears
to have been done.

• The amount of cleaning work done varied greatly and the need for
. and effectiveness of the work was not known. Gleaning costs have
been grouped according to whether weedkiller was used or not. One .
plantation where weedkiller was used on part of the acreage has been
omitted from both groups. Where no dung was applied, ploughing has
been counted as a cleaning operation. (Eight plantations were ploughed
twice and 1 was ploughed once where no dung was applied.) Over the
whole sample the power used for interrov cultivations was a tractor
in 33 cases, a rotovator in 2 cases and a horse. in 1 case. These 3
costs have been excluded from the following tables on comparative
cleaning costs.

Weedkiller was sprayed by contract in 2 cases, by hand in 1 case
and by I man and tractor in 9. cases. (In 2 of these cases more than
man vas used with the tractor.) Vihere it was a I man and tractor

job, the average time taken was 1.4 hours per acre. (The time
spraying the endriggs with contact spray has been excluded from these
figures.) The average cost of the work when done by 1 man and tractor
was E0.8 per acre sprayed. The total cost of applying the weedkiller —
material plus work — varied. widely as is shown in Table 51. The
average cost was 6.0 per acre s-Qrayed.
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TABLE 51 DISTRIBUTION OF PLANTATIONS ACCORDING TO TOTAL

COST. OF -.APPLYING WEEDKILLER PER ACRE SPPJYED.

E
,.

un2 —3 4-5 6-7 I 8-9 110-11
......•

12-13

• •

Total

No...ca6e6 i 1 ., 1 5 2
1
i 2

1
1 —

_ . .
1 1 12

The average time spent on interrow cultivations, using a tractor, .
was 4.2 hours where weedkiller was used and 10.6 hours where it was not
used. The ranges in times spent are shown in Table 52.

TABLE 52 DISTRIBUTION OF  PLANTATIONS LCCORDIRG TO

TIME  SPENT  ON INTERROW CULTIVATIONS WITH TRLGTOR1

PER ACRE

'under
Hours

2
2.0— 1 4.0—
3.9 5.9

6.0— 18.0—
7.9 9.9

10 0. —
11.9

12 0. —
13.9

14 °Hi6.
15.9

• 0. — lover
17.9 I 30 Total

Weedkiller
used

Weedkiller
not used

-1

1
L

5 I 4

2

2

—

2
1

1

I

—

3

—

1 . 1

—

1

—
1

2
.

10

22
i

Excluding 3 plantations where some or all of the hand cleaning
work was done by contract, the average time spent on hand cleaning was
35.8 hours where weedkiller was used and. 46.3 hours where it was not
used. The ranges in times taken are shown in Table 53. These include
any time spent removing surplus spawn.
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TOLE 53 DISTRIBUTION- OF  PLISTLTIONS  •• -•LCCORDING• TO. TIME- " SPENT 

• •HIND CLELYETT TER • ••LC1)1`•••
•••••• •.• ••

Hours

t
*1 10-24i

, ; ,
100-1125—L150L 175

n a Total

Weedkiller
used.

Weedkiller'
not used

• I

I

5

i

1 
4

.

.

i
1

1* I
.
1 ..

1

1

-

1

.10-

19
 t.......................1

*includes same autumn cleaning in 1 case.

The autumn cleaning work which was omitted from the winter work
has been included here - it took and 12.5 hours per acre in the
2 cases.

The average_aeanilla.coats.for the users and non-users of weed,-
killer are given in Table 54 and also the range of costs. Both the
average total costs and. the range were much the same for both groups,
2 of the non-users IlVing total, costs higlier.....than those of the users,
4 non-users having costs lower than the lowest cost users. These
samples are; however, too small to enable any cOnclusions to be drawn
about thecconamics of the use of weedkiller and, moreover, the cleanness
of the land before and after this season vas not known, so that the
need .t'or. and. efficiency of the cleaning operations cannot be rel.ated..
to the costs incurred.
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LVER.AGE COSTS OF OLE.= PER LORE

L. Averape Cost of Cleaning oer acre

No. cases
Lcreatse costea

Cost of interrov cultivations (tractor)
hand.

all
Cost of veedkiller

11 application of 'weedkiller

Total Cost

Webakiller

use notd
used !

10 22
11.5 7.1

2.2 5.4
1 10

9.3
- 5.2

1.2

15.7 16.3

B. Distribution of Plantations Lccording to
Cost of Cleanin2 Cultivations Der  acro

6, i
i
under
5

5.0-
9.9

10.0-
14.9

15.0-
19.9

20.0-
24.9_399

30,0- 40,f)-

49.9

50.0

59.9
Total i

Weedkillerl
used

Weedkiller'
not used

.

41 1 5

3

I 3I

I.
.

1

1

10

22

C. Distribution of Plantations Lccording to Total
Cleaninr;' Cost Der acre

Z under

5

5.0-

9.9

10.0-

14.9

5.0-

19.9
20.0-
24.9

25.
29.

-1'30.0-
39.9

40.0-

49.9

,
50.0-

59.9
Total

Weedkiller
usea

Weedkiller
not used

2 4

_3 I

2 1

,

1

1
__________

1 1

_

10

22

1
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The amount of the total cleaning costs which as incurred by the
weedkiller aserth aft6i1 the all)lioation of the weedkiller is shown in
Table 55. In 2 cases it as known to have included the removal of
surplus spawn, in , 1 case of broken canes, and in another case of•
perennial veeds5 6.moiagst the other 6 the work consisted of hand...
hoeing in 2 'eases, rotovating in . 1 case, and. both hand and tractor
work in 3 .cases,

L:QE4-1.2.521 DISTRIBUTIGJ OF PLOT:ATIONS LC(iORTLYG TO  COST OF

POST-SPRZYIKG CLE=G OPERLTIOXS PER LORE

nil 10-1.91- 
.

11900-iiTotal
9 19.9 1Y i

No. case0 1 2 I 1 10 1

Spraying against the raspberry :beetle vas done by contract in 2
cases. In all cases a tractor vas used 5 in 3 cases . a hired .spraying
machine vies employed. The --range in the time taken to spray 1• acre
once is given in Table 56 the average time -vas 1.4 hours per acre
sprayed. In 2 cases: the man hours recorded were greater than the
tractor hours.'

TI:WIJE 56 DISTEIDUTIW OF PL:LTLTIO.US LCCORDEJG TO TE.IE TLKELT
TO SPRLY LCLLT BRE- TLE PER liCRE SPRLYED

- 
Tractor I under

I hours 1 0.5 !
n!.21 2.0 —2 L 2.5-2.91. 1

No. cases 1 3111 2 2

Total

22

The total cost of spraying against the beetle, i.e. materials plus
applying, Is given in Table 57.
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TABLE 57 DISTRIWTION OF PLANTATIONS ACCORDING TO. TOTAL COST

OF _ SPRAYING AGAINST BEETLE PER ACRE SPRAY-FIT)

0a,
under
1.0

1
.0-1.4 1 1.5-1.9 2.0-2. 2.5-2.9 i over i Total

3.0

No. cases Lf 5 8 2 5 1 I 25

Rent

£6.0.
This varied from £1.7 to £17.0 per acre of fruit, the average being

SHLRE OF  ESTABLISHMENT CHARGE

Establishment was costed on the same holding as the fruiting
plantation wherever possible, otherwise an average cost was used. The
average of the share of establishment costs charged against the fruiting
plantations was £21 per acre per annum. The range is shown in Table 58.

TABLE '58 DISTRIBUTION OF PLANTLTIONS ACCORDING TO CHLRGE:.

DE AGAINST FRUITING PLANTATION FOR ESTLBLISHItMCIT

E. under

5 5-9 10-14 veri—1 2o-24 o125-29] Total'

1 
30

. cases l' —1
! 3 4 36 1

TOTAL GROWING COST'

The total growing cost of 75 per cent of the plantations costedvas
below £90 per acre. Some of the other 25 per cent were well above this
figure and the average for the whole sample was £82.6. The distribution
of the costs is given in Table 59.
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TABLE 59 DISTRIBUTION OF PLANTATIONS ACCORDING  TO

GROWING COST Pal LORE

E 140-15460-170—

149 59 69. i79
80-1,90-1100-1110—
89 199 1109 1119

i

120-1130-1 140-1150—
129 '139 149 1159

1over
200

Total

No.. cases 4 8 5 1I 1i 2 1 _ 1 , 1
1

,ftwommiL•wwwwwarl

36

YIELD

Some fruit was lostat harvest time because of adverse weather
conditions — rain spoilt the fruit or prevented picking at the right
time or wind blew fruit off the canes. Twenty—seven growers were able
tosestimate .these losses — 13 had lost no fruit, 7 had lost less than
5 cut, per acre.and 7 had lost between 11 and .14 cvt. The average loss
for these 27 plantations was 3.85 cwt. per acre. Another 3 growers '
knew that they had lost some fruit but were unable to estimate the extent
of the loss.

The range in yield was from 20.6 to 74.3 cwt. per acre. The
distribution is shown in Table GO,

TABLE 60 DISTRIBUTION OF PLAETLTIM ACCORDING TO .LOTUAL.

1-171,D PER ACRE
•••• •

1
Grit. 20-24 25,2 30-34 .35-39 40-44145-49 50- 41 5-59 60-64 65-69i 70-74 Total

cas es .. 
4 1 ! 11 ' 1 I 2 — 3 1 36

No simple relationships between yield and manuring, plant •
population, age of plantation or total growing cost could be found.

RETURNS

These varied according to yield and the proportions sold, in the '
fresh market, to canneries and to jam manufacturers. The amount of fruit
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sold, in the fresh market was not large, as the prices paid for •canning
and jamming fruit were considered reasonable in some cases consign-
ments of fresh fruit to England early in the season fetched poor prices
and were. discontinued.

The average prices received per ton sold in the different -ways
were Z217.3 in the fresh market, Z147.0 from canners and Z130.9 from
jam manufacturers. Prices varied in each category and this was
particularly so in the sales to the fresh market. The ranges are given
in Table 61. (For the returns net of all haulage charges see Table 67.)

TABLE 61 DISTRIBUTION OF PLITTLTIOITS fiCCORDIG TO PRICE

RECEIVED PER TON FOR =IT

L. Sold in Fresh Market

,....._

E,
under
100

100-
124

125-
149

150- 1175-
174 1199

200-
224

1225-
1 249

250-

274
275- 1

Total
299 i

.1.,,o. I
' ' 1I cases1 1 2 2 2

3
3* .1 5* 17.

*Represents I case wholly or partly net of haulage charges

B. , Sold to Canners

under
100 1

100- 110-
109 119

,
120-
129 t139

130- - 140-
149

150-
159

160- 
iTotal

169

ho. iI cases
,

1 5 4 11 I 27

C. Sold to Jam Manufacturers

130-139 140-149 1 Total

32
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The proportion of the individual crops sold in different ways
is shown in Table 62.

TABLE 62 DISTRIDUTICN OF PLLT,WIGE-S LCCORMIG TO 

PROPORTION OF IUDIVIDUAL CROS•  • SOLD Ii:;f DIFFERENT WLYS

A. In Fresh Market

Per cent nil19
0-

ri9
20-
29

30-
39

40-150-

49 159
60-

69
70-

79
80-i90-r4 nn 1  t-1,-, t.,,, Total;tyyt 

No. cas-1 19 1 2,...,,,,, 2 - I - - 1
i
1 2

1
' 36a

-

B.. .ci) Canners

• 1 
;

0- 10-120-Per cent nil
19 129

9 I 4 211;:o. cases

C. To Jam Makers

70
39

100
40-!50-1 60- 70-i80- PO

49 59 69 79 89 29 I 
Total

1

Per cent nili n 29 3, 40-4, 50-5, 0-70-180-190-69. 7,189 ,1,.,:i 100 Total

ioceses:432 23 1 1 2 1 6 5 1 — 1 3 1i 5 36

Twenty-eight  of the growers sold their fruit in more than 1 way
and 12 of these sold in all 3 ways. Details are given in Table 63.
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TABLE 63 DISTRIBUTION OF PL.TTIONS ACCORDING TO W.=

OF SELL= FRUIT

.
No. of .

1
Outlets .1 Outlets

Utilised .

1

No, cases

1
!Fresh market only1
'Canners onlyi
I T̀am makers only

1
2

5

1 2

.
!Fresh market 44. canners
i'Fresh market + jam makers
10 anners + jam makers

....t.

---,
1
3
12

,....2I,fesaI , market 4. canners + jam makers! 12... I

The range in the average .returns per acre is given in Table 64
according to the type of sale made. There vas a very general increase
in return -Qer acre as the proportion of the higher priced fruit (canning
and fresh) increased. The average yields for these type of sale groups
uere betueen 43 and 48 cut. per acre except for the jam manufacturing
group, vhich averaged 33.7 cut. per acre, and the fresh market + jam
manufacturing group, vhich averaged 60.0 cwt. per acre.
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TABLE 64 DI S TRIDUTIOE OF PLLL TLTI01, S L000RDJIG TO FRUIT

RETURITS PEE. ACkil IN V.TYPE OF  SLLE GROUPS

Type of
sale*

-

,
Return per acre, e

under
150

150—
199

200—
249

250—

299
300-1350-1400—
349 399 449

450—
499

500—
549

550_I

599
over
600

Total

F I VI 1
I

F + ei 1 1 1
V 1 3

F .1. C + J V 6 3 1 2 12
O 1 1 2
C + J 1 1 3 fV2 1 1 12
3 VI 2 2

L11 2 3 4 11
, 5 

V
2 2 1 4 1 1 36

*F . Fresh market; C = Canners; J . Jam makers

The effect of Tield per acre upon fruit returns per acre is far
greater than the effect of the return per ton, as is shown in Table 65.
The average return per ton for these yield groups vas betveen Z140
and £1451 except Ion two groups where the proportion of fruit sold in
the fresh maiket vas high, i.e. the 40 to 49 and 70 to 79 avt0 yield
groups.
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TABLE 6 DISTRIBUTIGN  OF PL :2iTLTIOITS LCCORDIITG TO

FRUIT RETURZS PER ;,CRE IN YIELD PER ACRE  GROUPS

-

Return for fruit
per acre, Z •

..........____ 
---I

Yield per acre, ovt. .1
----
20.0-
29.9

3Q.0-
39.9

40.:0-)

49.9
50.0
59.9

60.0-1 70.0-i
6.9

• ! 1
79.9 t 

Total

Under 150 2 2
150- 3 . 1 3
200- . 3 1

1250- 5, 6 11-1 1
300- 5 5 '
350- V 

V V V 2 V V 1 2
400- 1 1 i 2
450- 1 1

. 500-
V

1 1 0, 4
550-599 1 1
600 and I.over

Lll '5 8 - 14 3 3 3 36

Return per ton,
IH4l.3 144.8 152.1-140.9 140.2 150.9

,Proportion sold -
I fresh, per centi - 7 18 3 2 32

. canning, per cent 40 33 33 36 33 i 32 1

HARVESTING

Because of the difficulty of recording separately the cost of *
picking fruit for several types of sale from the same plantations and
the fact that only 8 of the growers picked for a single type of sale,
only partial information on the picking costs for different types of
sale is available.

Picking started in the week beginning 15 July on 6 plantations,
the veek beginning 22 July on 13 plantations and the veek beginning
29 July on 6 plantations - a total of 25 for which the dates were
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available. Picking finishdd. on these plantations over. a longer period —
the.veek beginning 12 _August on 6 plantations, 19 Lugust on 6,
26 Lugust on 7, 2 September on 3, 9 September on 1 and the veek
beginning 16- September on 2 plantations, The number of days when some
picking vas done is given in Table 66 for 22 plantations.

TOLD 66 DISTRIBUTION OF PLL1;TLTIO1S LOGORDII.,G TO 

NUMBER OF DLYS a WHICH SOLE PICKIYG WLS DONE

,
Days 110-14

1

........._
t

15 —19i20-24 25-29 3034f Total

No. cases I 2 I
, 

5 i 9 2 4. I
........

22

The grower usually provided the folloving items in addition to
the labour, weighing equipment, and sometimes cold storage;—

(1) When picking for the fresh market; punnets, trays and transport.

(2) When picking for canners; neither containers nor transport.

(3) When picking for jam-manufacturers; pails, barrels .and transport.

The 17,unnets and trays for fresh market fruit cost an average of
0 0£29.9 per ton .(15 cases)/ varying from £59.8. to MI°.. .In 6 cases

haulage costs vere• not known, as returns net of these charges•vere
quoted. In 2 cases, vhere the fresh sales vere• wholly or partly
local, the costs of haulage.vere 64.4 and £17.3 per ton respectively.
In the other 9 cases the average cost of haulage was £34.5 per ton,
ranging from £15.8 to 6,73.2.

Llthough the canners normally provide baskets and transport from
the hclding to the factory, 5 of the growers in this sample transported
the berries themselves and in 1 case provided the baskets also.
Excluding this 1 grower, whose haulage cost was Z6.5. per ton, the
average cost of haulage for the other 4 growers was £2.5 per ton.

Pails and barrels used for picking and transporting the fruit for
jam manufacturing can last many seasons. The charge for these
averaged £1.2 per ton of fruit sold in this way, ranging from nothing
to £9.6. (Unlike the charge for punnets and trays which varies
directly with the quantity of fruit picked, this is a charge on fixed
equipment which may be adequate to deal with a larger tonnage than is
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picked this way in any particular year.) Thirteen of these growers
had haulage costs which averaged. £1.0 per ton for these 13 cases or
E0.4 per ton 'averaged over the 32 oases where fruit - vas sold for jam
manufacture. The highest haulage cost was £3.2 per ton.

weighing equipment of one or more types was necessary for payment
of Piecework and for des-patch weights. This equipment normally has a
long life and the depreciation charge was small. Maintenance costs
were also low.

Cold storage facilities were available to 10 of the growers
altogether but used by only 7 growers during the 1963 seasono The
charge Dar acre for these facilities (depreciation + running boats)
was under e4 in all. except 1 case.

Returns for the 3 types of sale net of charges for containers and
haulage are given in Table 67. The average net return was £171.4
Der ton for fresh market fruit, £145.9 for canning fruit and £128.9
for jamming fruit.

TABLE j , DISTRIBUTION OF PL.LNTliTIONS • -LCCO.i.RD11:-G TO  RETURN -

- PER TON NET OF •CHARGES 210R coiciaLLNERS •  AND HAuLAGE-

B.

11. Fresh Market Sales

Z l o s
100—
124

125-1150—
149 174

175—
199

200—
224

225—
249

250—
274

Total

,
No. cases 1 1 1 4 I 3

_ 
) 2A 1 4 1 17

R, •
1

,....-----,...f.........._

underr 100—
100 109

110—
119

120—
129

130— 1140—
139

-  
149

- .

1150— 1160—
I 159

1----------, .
169

:,

Total

• • .. .. • 1
Lo. cases! 'I • 1 i 5 1 7 1 9 4 27
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C. JamIllaLiELEELDE Sales

-7-
1, lunder 120

.
120-124 125-129 130-134 135-139 Total

J.“). cases' 1
,

3 1 12 15 1 32

The cost of all the labour for Didking (i.e. regular and casual

labour, including pickers' transport and miscellaneous costs) varied

videly excluding 1 case where some weeding was done during, picking,

the highest cost per ton, £67.1, was more than 3 times as great as the
lowest cost, £19.4. The range of costs is given in Table 68. Half

of the 36 costs vere between £30 and £40 per ton.

TABLE 68 DISTRIBUTION OF PLANTATIONS LCCORDDIG TO

COST OF LABOUR FOR PIC=G, PER TON

 ,

E,
!under
i 20
1

20-24 -29 30-34135-39 40-44 45-49
over
50

Total

1
No. casest 1

,
1 6 10 8 6 4* 36

*includes some weeding in 1 case

The proportion of regular labour. in the total picking costs

varied from nothing up to 50 per cent. The range is shown in Table 69.

The average proportion was 16.8 per cent of regular labour in the total

cost. The amount of regular labour is not a measure of the amount of

supervision, as in some cases "regular casual" workers did some or all

of this.

TABLE 69 DISTRIBUTION OF PLATLTIOICS ACCORDIG TO

PROPORTION OF COST OF PICK=  LABOUR

LTTRIBUTLBLE TO REGULAR LABOUR

Per cent . 1,nil u -y.y „
1 10.0-120.0-

1119.9
30.0-3,•9

40.0-150.0-1
4909 15,0, n.a. Total

No. cases 1 i 8 t 15 6 2i 2 '1 1
! 

1 36
,
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In 10 cases some of the casual vork vas paid for on an hourly
.basis; in the 1 case inhere some voeding 753 .orie during piecing, all
payment vas on this basis. .

Where the casual vork was paid for according to the veight of
fruit picked, there vere usually different rates for picking into
pails for jam and for basketing, i.e. canning and fresh market fruit.
In some cases there was a difference betveen the rates Paid for the
2 types of basketed fruit. Amongst the 14 cases for vhich details of
the rates of payment were available, 10 used differential rates and
4 aid not. Of the 10, 7 differentiated onlybetween picking into
pails and baskets, the difference being '!];d. Per lb. in 3 cases and Id.
in 4 cases; the other 3 paid an extra d. per lb. for canning fruit
compared vith jamming fruit and a further Id. per lb. in 2 cases and.
Id.. in 1 case, for the fresh market fruit.

A breakdown of the picking labour cost is given in Table 70,
excluding the 1 case vhere some veeding vas included in the „picking
cost. .

TABLE 70 131322,KDOVIN OF AVERAGE PICKM.G. LABOUR COST PER TOM

(35 cases)

Casual labour — piecevork
hourly rates

Pickers' transport
IT miscellaneous

Recular labour — ordinary time
overtime

Total

28;2
0.7
0.8

, 0.2
1 6,1

0.21

1 *36.4

Transport vas provided for the pickers in 18 cases; the cost
amounted to e6.7 per ton in 1 case but the average vas Z1.6 per ton.
Miscellaneous costs for pickers occurred in 11 cases. In 2 cases
they included a charge for dormitories of 0,1.6 and C,1.1 per ton
respectively. The other costs included water, fuel, food and drink
and averaged E0.4 for the 11 cases concerned.
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Excluding 5 cases vhere all the haulage costs for the fruit were
not known and I case where some weeding was included, the total picking •
costs ranged from 6,20.4 to £127.4 per ton. These tended to be lowest
for fruit picked for jam manufacturing. Table 71 .gives the range for
the. different types of sale.

TOLE 71 DISTRIBUTIGN OF PLLITTLTIONS LOCORDIE-G TO TOTLL

COST OF PICK= PER TON

EA, 20'''''29

,
30-39!40-49 50-59

1

60-69
!over
1

! 100
Total

ro. casess
F
F + J
F+ C + J
C
C + J
J

2
1

1

3
1
7

j 2

4

2

L2

1

1

1

1

I
'

1

1
2
8
2
12

...-5.............,,
i 1 30L11 13 14 8 2 ' 2

The per ton margin of fruit returns less harvesting costs ranged
from £57.5 to £129.2 and averaged E100.1 over the 36 cases. The
range is shown in Table 72 for the various types of sale.

TLBLE 72 DISTRIBUTION OF PL=LTIO-ZS L300RDING TO =Gin PER TON

(FRUIT RETURS LESS  HaVESTII,L COST)

E 5gv59. 80-89 0-99 100-109 110-1191120-129
......,.....7

Total
...,

No. cases;

F
F + C
F + J
F + C + J
C
C + J
J

/di

1 1

1

1
1
2 i
I 1

1

2
2

4
2

1
6

4
2

' 2

2

1

1

1
1

3
12
2
12

5
i 1 II
i

i
5 11 13 4 2 36



RETURNS FOR  CANES

Canes vere sold-from 5 plantations the qUantity sold varied

from 0.4 to 3.4 thousand per acre. Returns for canes per thousand

varied from E5.0 to £14.2 and returns per acre from £1.9 to £42.5.

Ovn canes were used. from 7 plantations 5 the quantity used varied

from 0.1 to 1.2 thousand per acre. These iere valued .at cost of

digging. This ranged from 0.4 to £12.9 per thousand.

NET 1A1RGI PER LORE

This is the margin of all returns (fruit canes) over all costs.

The range of net margin per acre is. given in Table 73. There

was a very, considerable variation in ,the net margin per acre from a
loss of £10.7 to a profit of £334.0.

2LIEL7I DISTRIBUTIO1 OF PLLYTATIOS LOCORM-G TO

NET =Gin PER LORE

E loss 0-49 0-99
100-
149

1
150- 1 200-
199

'

1249
250-
299

300-
349

Total

No. cases 1 4 6 9 8 1 2
i  

4 2 36

The factor vhich had the biggest effect upon the net margin per

acre vas the yield of fruit. This is shovn in Table 74.



TABLE 74 DISTRIBUTION OF niaTLTIONS WITH DIFFE=T• YIELDS 

ACCORDING TO NET IL'ARGIII PER LORE

Yield, cut.

Net margin per acre, E

loss 0-49. 5°99
100—
149

.
150—
199

200—
249

250—
299

300—

349
Total

20—
30-
40-
50—
60-
70-79

All

1

4 1
t31

2
1
6

1
2 1

1
2

1
1

1
I

5
8
14
3
3

i 1 1+ 6 9 8 , 2 ! 4 1 2 36 1

The average net margin for each yield group is given ifi Table 75.
It will be seen that the growing cost per acre in these groups was
erratic — there was no relationship between growing costs per acre and
yield or net margin per acre. Harvesting costs per acre naturally
rose with increasing yield and were higher in the groups where some of
the fruit was sold fresh. Total costs per acre therefore tended to
rise with 'increasing yield but were more than compensated for by the
increasing returns per acre. Returns per ton did not vary much from
group to group except where some fruit was sold in the fresh market.



TABLE 79 liVETti‘, GE CO ST S  LND  PETURITS FOR WI RIOU S YIELD GROUPS

Yield per acre, cut. 20-29.3O-3940-L1.9 50-59 60-69 70-79

No. cases . • • , 5 8 1/4- 3 3 3
Lge of plantation, years 6.0 5.1 5.7 5.3 6.0 5.2

Groving cost 58.3 67.6 100.2 62.0 97.7 84.4
Harvesting cost L.8.L6,...._21. 1111. 1. 119. 160.6

,
L11 costs 106.9.138.9 211.7 153.7 217.4 245.0

Returns for fruit 1
i
2' .1 2 .8 q1.1 0. li

Net margin excluding,canes 47.5 106.2 116.1 237.4 253.1298.7
Return for canes 4.9 k.8 4.4 - 2.8 2.3_

Total Returns 1 159.3 249.9t 332.2 391.0 473.31546.6

Net Margin 52.4 111.0 120.5 237.4 255.91301.6

Proportion sad in. fresh market - 6.5 17.5 2.6 2.1 32.3
" ' w for canning' 39.7 33.1 33.1. 35.5 32.7 32.2

ZE.R, Z .Ze

Harvesting cost 39.4 42.9 33.1 35.4
lin returns 141.3

. 50.8
144.8152.1 140.9 140.2

. 44.2
150.9

i
Net Margin 1 46.5 63.2i 55.0 '85.61 75.8, 83.6

1
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PLHT 11

A.. STROBERRY ESTI:IBLISHHEET

TIE S2LTLE

Strawberry establishment was costed on 15 holdings in 1963 and .
these data have been augmented by using the physical information from
plantations on 8 other holdings 'which were costed in 1961. Only 1
out of .these 23 growers planted in the autumn of the year; all
expected to crop their plantations for several years, excluding the
first year. Of those costed in 1963, 6 growers expected to crop for
3 and 9 for 4 years; 1 grower in 1 961 had expected 3 and 7 had
expected 4 crops.

. The acreages costed are shown in Table 76.

TABLE 76, DISTRIBUTION CF ESTLBLISH=NTS LOCOED= TO SIZE

F-- 1 r

Acres 1 underi1.0—
1 1 1.9

2.0— 13.0—
2.9 0.9

4.0—
4.9

5.0—
5.9

6.0—
6.9

Total

No. casesi 6 6 3 3 1 2 2 23

TIT-IOUS GROPPIE-G .ATT ILIPITURMTG

The crops which preceded these strawberry establishments are
shown in Table 77.

T.A3L= CROPS PRECEDDM STRILTERRY ESTLBLISELIMNT

'Strawberries!
I

1
1

1= 
,

i 
1 
Laet!

Crop or Roots! Graint Grass garden Fallow n.a. Total
raspberries

I

1
i

crops

1No. casesi 6 1 7 i 2 1 2 1 4 23
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al the root crops and all of one and part of the other market
garden crop received fairly heavy manuring which included dung in
5 cases, The falloved land was also dunge.d so that, if the grass
crop is included, 7 of the plantations received some organic manure
in the year preceding establishment. One plantation was on land
taken out of grass and one on land (lunged two years Previously.
Lltogether 9 of the plantations out of the 19 with known manurial
histories had some organic residues.

ifillERILLS USED

Manures

During establishment 1 plantation received no manures, 3 received
dung only, 7 received fertiliser only and 12 received both dung and
fertiliser. The amounts applied are shown in Table 78. They covered

TABLE DISTRIBUTION OF PLYINTLTIONS LCCORDMG TO ELNURING

DURING ESMBLISHMENT PER LCRE

tio Quantity of_ptga&A2211..21

Tons dung
1

ligeri/0 
—19 20-2 30-39,40-49

,
50-59 18&-89 n. a. Total

Dung only
Dung+

1 fertiliser

2
i

i
1

1
i

2 I2
1

1

1 1
I 1 '

, 3

12

B. Quantity of Fertiliser Applied 

cwt.
fertiliser

1.0-1 2,0—
1.9

.

2.9 13.9
3.O—L.0-5.O—j6.0—

4.9 i5.9 6.9

' i 1
7.O-8.O-9.O—
7.9 0.-9

'

9.9-

,

10.0—
10.9 Total

Fertiliser
only
Fertiliser
+ dung

1

i ! _

1

1

2

11
!
I 2 1I
!

2

1
i

. 1

1
t

t
1

11 2

1 i

2

2

i
12
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a wide range and the quantity of fertiliser applied aid not appear to
be inversely related to the amount of dung used, rather the reverse.
In the 7 cases where fertiliser only was used, the average amount
applied was 5.9 cwt. per acre. Where both dung and fertiliser were
used (12 cases) the average amounts were 29.6 tons and 6.0 cwt.
respectively. The average amount of dung applied7 where only dung
was used, was 18.2 tons per acre. In 9 cases the fertiliser used was
a compound with a high potash content, in 3 cases it was sulphate of
potash, in 1 case slag and in 6 cases some kind of organic - manure.

Runners

Planting distances and, therefore, the number of runners used
per acre varied quite widely as is shown in Table 79. The most usual
distances were 36 inches between the rows and 18 inches between the
plants in the raw. Even within the group planting at 36 by 18 inches,
for which the theoretical number of runners required is 9680 per acre,
the number of plants used varied from 8.0 to 13.1 thousand, the
average of 11 cases being 9.9 thousand.

TABLE 79 DISTRTBUTIM OF PL;,NTLTIM LCCORDIG TO PLANTING

DISTANCES ILTCHES

1 Row
width

t9-10

,
1

Planting distance within row
Total

15 18 1 24 36 I n.a.

1
27 1 ; 1

30 1 1 1 1 3
33-34, i / I

,
2

36 1 i 12* 1 1 i
1 3

14
5

Total l 2 I 3 13 1 1 1 3 ' 23

*1 of these varied from 18-20 inches

Soil Insecticide

This was used at planting time against leather jackets on only
3 plantations. The material cost between Z0.5 and Z6.0 per acre.
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Wee dk.111 er

Spraying against weeds in .young plantations at increasingly :early
stages' vas becoming possible during the Period of these costings, but
only 5 of the gravers used this method of voed control. The quantities
used were not k=vn in every c.ase. The cost varied from L1.5 to £10.0
per acre sprayed. -

WORE DONE

ARELLILE_Inna_and Fertilisers

The time spent leading and spreading dung vas very variable. The
average time taken to spread- a ton of dung vas 1.3 man hours and 0.8
tractor hours.

_o.rkirxr, Ground

The time taken to plough, work the ground and mark off for
planting varied from 3.4 to 37.5 hours per acre. The range is shown
in Table 80. Excluding the one case where over 30 hours per acre .
vere taken for this v:ork, the average numbers of man and tractor hours
spent vere 9.6 and 8.8 hours respectively.

TABLE 80 DISTRIBUTION OF PLANTLT=S ACCORD= TO TIEE SPENT

PREP!= GROUZD FOR PL1;NT= PER ACRE

Tractor
hours

2.5—
4.9

5.0-
17.4

.5-

.
110.0-
1 12.4

12.5-
14.9

15.o-I17.5-
17.4 19.9

over'
30 Total

i No. cases 3 I 5 6 1 1 1 2 1 20

The time spent applying fertiliser on 7 plantations, vhere this
vas done by hand dawn the rov after planting, varied from 0.3 to 2.0
hours per cwt. per acre, the average being 0.9 hours. Where the
fertiliser vas applied using a tractor and spreader before planting,
the time taken varied from 0.1 to 0.8 hours per cwt. per acre, the
average being' 0.4 hours.

Plaztiaa

Planting vas done by hand on all the costed plantations, in 1 case
by piece.work. The total number of hours taken to plant an acre varied
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from 40 to 152, the hours for men and vomen being in the proportion of
7 to 11 over the vhole sample. Ls the number of runners planted per
acre varied .so much, the planting time per thousand runners vas
calculated vherever possible and the results are given in Table 81.

TABLE 81 DISTRIBUTION OF PLLITTLTIOS  LCCORDII;iG TO

T=E Ti= TO PLL:T 1000 RUNNERS

Hours 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 i 10 I 16 'Total
)

No. cases 1 1 1 4 ' 2 I 2
1 

1 1 1 1 16

The average time taken per thousand runners vas 7.8 hours for the
times vith the greatest incidence in Table 81 (i.e. 6 to 9 hours per
thousand). This vas also the average time taken to plant where
10 thousand runners yore used per acre (9 cases).

Cleaning

Both the time taken and the methods used to keep the plantations
clean after planting varied greatly, but as no assessment vas made ofv 

the cleanness of the land before, during and at the end of the costing
period, the need for and effectiveness of the 7;ork done cannot be
related to the cost. The times taken using different methods of.
cultivation are given in Table 82 to shov the extent of the variation.
It will be obvious that the number of cases is too small for any
conclusion to be dravn from this table, particularly as the cleanness
of the land vas not known.

•• •••
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TABLE 82. ,CARE OF THE CROP AFTER PLANTING, •

-Than= FILLING  OF BLANKS PER  :ACRE

. .

. No. cases

.
Interrav
cults

hours

•

Handwork
hours

man Itract.or

No weedkiller used
1

Hand rotovator 4. hand work 5 14.2 14.2 , 215.9

Tractor (using rotovator) 4-' I
hand work 5 • 7.31 7.3 192.5,

Tractor (using steerage hoe 4. .
rotovator) + hand work 1 24.11 24.1 55.8 .

Horse hoe 4. hand work 1 12.0 6.0 i 122,0

Tractor only 1• 9.61 9.6 1 _

Hand work only

. Average
l'

3  _ •82.

. 16 9.61 9.2 154.2
. .

Weedkiller used

Tractor (using rotovator) 4.
hand work . 3 3.4 3.4 146.4 -

Hand work only i _ 85.0 ,

Average 4 1 2.6t 2.6 1 131.1

The time taken to spray with weedkiller varied from 1.1 to 3.7

hours for a man and tractor, the average being 2.1 hours per acre.

•

Deblossomins was known to have been done on 2 plantations, where

it took 10 hours per acre in 1 case and 8.1 hours in the other.

RENT

The average charge for rent in the 1963 sample vas 7 per acre.

TOTAL COST s

An example of a strawberry establishment cost has been drawn tro

in Table 83, using the most usual methods in the 23 costs and charging

the items at 1963 rates. .
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TABLE ql EXAIIPLE OF COST OF STRAWBERRY ESTABLISMEaT PER ACRE

Spring planting, approx. first 6 months uork)

vomen,
tractormen boys

Work Done

Applying dung, @ 1.3 mohrs. and 0.8 tahrs. per ton 38.51

Ploughing, vorking ground, marking out 9.6
i

Applying fertiliser by machine, @ 0.4 hrs. per cvt. 2.4

Planting at 36" x 18" (10,000 runners) 30.0 48.0

Care of crop -

interrov cults (tractor & rotovator) 9.6.
hand work, including filling blanks 77.6, 76.6 

Totals 167.7i124.6

Costs

Liaterials;
29.6 tons dung G E0.85

*6 cwt. fertiliser @ 6,0.97

*10 thou. runners @

Work done;
*Casual - iJomen @ 3s. 1d. (12)4.6 hrs.)

Regular - men @ 5s. 10kd. (167.7 hrs.)

*Tractor - @ 4s. 3a. (44.9 hrs.)

Rent

Manurial residues b.fIrld. and charged

Total

Over 3 years fruiting; charge per year

23.7

9.6

2.4

9.2

44.9

25.2

5.8

50.0

19.4

49.3
9.6

7,0

6.9 

173.2

57.7

*Variable costs, total E78.0
- Charge per fruiting year Z26.0
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The annual charge to set against .the fruiting years of the
plantation has been calculated on the basis of 3 years fruiting. All
grawers expected a plantation to crop for at least 3 years — some
expected and most hoped for another crop but iere not certain of
obtaining it.

Table 84 shavis the distribution of the actual individual
•establishment costs for the 15 plantations costed in 19630'

TABLE DISTRIBUTION OF 1963 PLAA TIONS CCORDEfiG TO

ESTABLISITZEI;T COST PER  ACRE

,
. '5' A

[under
100

100—
119

120—
139

140—
159

160— 1180—
179 !199

aver
250

,Toal

No. cases i 2 2 2 3 3 1 1 2
i

15
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B. FRUITING STRZIBERPTRS

THE  SAMPLE

Twenty fruiting plantations were costed in 1963. The size of
these plantations, excluding endriegs and roads, is shown in Table 85A.
The average size of plantation was 2.7Lf acres; the average amount of
enarias and road associated with the planted area was 0.20 acres. The
average age of the plantations was 2.8 years. The, distribution of the
plantations according to their average age is shown in Table 85B and the
proportions of afferent ages and varieties in Table 86A and B.

TOLE 85 DISTRIBUTIO OP PLLhE.iTICE-S LCCORDIL-G

A. Area o 7..1-1±2,4t

TT

Lcres 
iunder}1.0— 2.0— 3.0-14.0—I5.0-1 6.0—17.0-1 8.0—
i 1 1.9 1 2.9 3.9 L.9__5.91 :6.9 1 7.9 18.9 !Total

,
1 INo. cases1 6 5 2 1 2 1 1 2 20
 '

B. Lverapo Ave

1Years 12.0-2.412.5-2.9i 3.0-3.4

Lo. cases.

1
3.5-3.914.0-4.4 Total

TABLE 86 AVERAGE PILOPCIRTICN L: PLKZTLTIOLES OF g—

A. aifferent Ae

Years1 2 3

1 
Per

I cent

over
5 Total

5

38.6 24.2.0 £17.6 1.4 0.14. 1100.0
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B. Different Varieties

Variety Talisman C.Favourite
. .Red
Gauntlet

n
''''''

u; 

gc)ur
hbrton

Princess
Huxley
Giant

Regina Total

Per
cent

• 34.1 31.1 29.4 2.7

,

1.8 0.7 0.2 1100.0

The planting distances used for these plantations are given in
Table 87. Half the plantations vere planted at 36" by 18".

TOLE 87 DISTRIBUTION OF PUNTLTIONS LCCORDEIG TO

PLANTING DIST.ANCES 

Roll vidth,
inches

Distance betveen
plants in roll, inches

Total

9/10 15/16 18/20 28 I n.a.
•

30 1 2 1 iL,.
32/33 1 1 1 2

34 1 1 1
36 1 1 10 1 12
n.a. 11 1

Total 2 5 11 1 1. 20

COSTS AND RETURNS

Table 88 gives the average costs and returns for the -whole sample.
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TLBLE 88 LVERLGE  COSTS YIND RETURNS FOR 20 FRUITING

STRLWBERRY PLLNUTIONS PER LORE
1.1.1.11.1

Grovinp, Costs

*Yaterials:

Tio rk s

Rent
*Share of establishment costs (inc0 variabl.o. posts of E,22.5)

.fertiliser, 4.5 cvt.
shoddy, 0.3 ton
weedkiller . •
other sprays
straw, 1.3 ton
casual labour
regular labour
tractor and rotovator
horse

Picking Costs

*Materialss

Works *

Total Groving. Cost' • •••••••••

punnets, trays

casual labour (incl, pidkerst tr'ailsport etc.)
regular labour
tractor

*Haulage of fruit
Depreciation of barrels and. pails
Cold. storage

Total Picking Cost

Returns

Fruit fresh
canning
jam
hou3e etc.

Gro7ling Picking Cost

% by wt.

51
43

Total 100

Net Margin

cvlt.

21.39
17.92
2.27
0.52

42.10
401.111.07.0...111.M.SI

5.6
1.9
1.6
0.7
11.4
10.7
27.8
2.9
0.6
7.2
44.6

115.0
.11•10.11.111/11•1.1.11.11.,

23.6

68.4
13.7
0.3
11.5
0.2
0.7 

118.4

253.4

226.0
102.6
8.0
4.7 

341.3

%

0.8
0.7
0.3
4.9
4.6
11.9
1.2
0.3
3.1

19.1

49.3

10.1

29.3
5.9
0.1
4.9
0.1

50.7

100

146.2

107.9 . 46.2

*Variable costs, total 6:158.9
Gross margin (returns less variable costs) 6,182.4
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The average amounts of work done are given in Table 89.

TABLE 89 AVERAGE SELSOLTai 1;0RK RE-,UIRELEN TS PER ACRE 

Work Done

....._

Hours .

man woman
and boy

Itractor •
1

hand.
rotovator

horse

Care of crop -

autumn
spring

Total

Picking

31.6
85.1

14.2
52.6

1.1
4.1

3.2
5.3

I 5.7
-

116.7 66.8 5.2 8.5 5.7

48.1 * 1.4 ... 0.2

*plus some piecework.

MATERIALS USED

Manures

No dung was applied in this sample, although 1 grower used some
shoddy. The weights of fertiliser used, excluding the shoddy, are given
in Table 90. The quantity used varied from nothing up to 12.9 cwt.

TABLE 90 DISTRIBUTION OF PLANTATIONS ACCORDING TO AMOUNT

OF FERTILISER APPLIED PER ACRE

cwt. nil
0.0-1 1.0-
0.9 1.9

2.0-
2.9

3.0-14.0-15.0-
3.9 14.9 .5.9

6.0-
6.9

7.0-18.0-

7.9 8.9
over,

Total
9 ,

No.
cases 5 1 1 2 1 1.I 20

,

per acre. The average amount applied, on the 18 plantations where it was
used, was 5.0 cwt. excluding the shoddy. The cost per cwt. varied from
£0.78 to £1.86, the average being £1.22.
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Weedkiller ,

This was used by 10 gravers, i.e. half of the gravers in the
sample'. - In 9 cases this was a soil—acting .spray and in I case a
contact spray vas used for spot cloaran.ce. The quantity of s0.1—
acting weedkiller used varied. One grower used. approximately 1 lb.
per .apre, 2 used approximately 1.5 lb., 2 approximately 2 lb., and
2 approximately 2.5 lb. The average amount used by the .7 cases was
1.8 lb. and the average cost was £3.0 per acre,

Other Sprays

Four growers used these — in 3 cases against aphids, 1 against
mildew, 1 against botrytis and 1 against mildew and botrytis.

Straw

Thirteen of the 20 plantations were strewed and in another case
a mulch was made to serve this purpose. There was a wide variation
in the amount of straw used (see Table 91). Excluding 1 diseased
plantation, the average amount of straw used was 2.15 tons per acre
and the average cost of the straw vas Z18.4 Per acre.

TABLE 91 DISTRIBUTION OF PLANTATIONS ACCORDING TO QUANTITY

•OF STRAW USED PER ACRE

Tons

•
10-1.5- 2.0— 2.5— 3.0—!305— 4.0— 4.5— 5.0—' 1

Total

No. cases 2 1 1, 1 1 12

WORK DOSE

Manurinv

Fertilisers were applied by machine in 3 cases, taking an average
of 2.0 man hours and 1.2 tractor hours per acre. • The other growers
did the work by hand, taking from 1.5 to 16.5 hours per acre. The



time taken by hand was apparently unrelated to the weight of- fertiliser
put on per acre. Table 92 shows the timestaken per acre; the
average time, excluding I very high case, was 5.3 hours.

TABLE 02 DISTRIBUTION OF PLANTATIONS ACCORDING TO 

TILE LUCE! TO SPREAD F1RTILISER BY HJND O PER ACRE

Hours
4.9 5.9

6.0-
6.9

7.0-
7.9

8.0-
8.9

9.0-
9.9

16.0-
16.9

n.a. Total

No.
cases.

2 - 1 15

Spraying

The contact weedkiller was applied by hand. with a knapsack
sprayer. The soil-acting weedkiller was applied by a tractor (a one
man job) and in 2 cases this was done by contract. The time taken
in the other 7 cases varied from 0.7 to 2.7 hours per acre, the
average being 1.7 hours per acre.

Strawinp

The time taken to straw the plantations varied widely and the
sample was too small for any conclusion to be drawn about the average
time taken to straw using different quantities of straw per acre.
The oli6rall'average. time taken was 58 hours per acre. The range in
times is given in Table 93.

TABLE 93 DISTRIBUTION OF PLLETL IONS ACCORDING     TO TIME

TI-11CM TO STRLI PER ACRE

Hours 10-19120-2 30-39 40-49 50-59 60-69170-79 80-89 90-99 Total
-

No.
cases

I -1 1 1 P
.1 1 I - 2 1 12

.---...-..,-........i .......-..L..... .
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Defoliation

Defoliation was not practised by all the growers and could not
always be distinguished from other operations, Where it was
distinguishable the operation was performed by hand in 1 case and by
tractor in 5 cases. In 3 of these cases'. a forage harvester vas
used, in 1 case a mover and in 1 case a rotovator. This work took
25.6 hours per acre when done by hand, 1.8 hours with with the mower
and rotoVator and. an average of 0.8 hours with the forage harvesters.
Because of the difficulty of distinguishing this work, this job has
been included in the general cleaning costs.

Cleaning

•• The average time spent in cleaning has been calculated for the
2 groups of plantations, i.e. where weedkiller was and was not used
(see table 9)).

TABLE 94 LVERLGE TIME SPENT IN CLELI;ING OPERLTIONS,

HOURS PER LORE

-

Weedkiller used Weedkiller not used

interrow work
___hana

hand
rotovator

work

interrow work
hand
workmull -tractor 

1

1
man

I

tractor
Irotovator

hand horse

Lutumn

Spring

Tota117.3!

2.11

.2

0.6

1.5

1.6
I

3. 16o.8t

33.0 17.91 1.6

.81 3.

4.9

6..5_

11.4
_

37.3

1413,

151.6 12.1
1

5.3 193.8 27.71 4.9 11.4 11.

No subdivision according to the method of cleaning was possible,
as the sample was small and. tractor, hand rotovator, horse and hand .
work were used alone and in many combinations. No assessment was
made of the need for or effectiveness of the method of weed control
adopted so that it is not possible to draw any conclusion from the fact
that the average cost of cleaning where weedkiller was used was
considerably lower than in the plantations where it was not used —
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a423.5 compared with 5Z6,9 per acre particularly as in both groups
the average covered a vide range of costs. The range in the cost of
the cleaning work, and of the total cleaning costs (i.e. work 4. weed—
killer where used) is given in Table 95, together with tile average
costs for the 2 groups of plantations.

TABLE 95 CLELNING COSTS  PER .ACRE

L. Lveraie Cost of Cleaninis

. .

.

Weedkiller

used

.

not used

No. cases 10 10
ilcreage of fruit, acs. 3.35 2.14 ,
Lverage age of plantations, yrs. 2.7 2.9

R, • 5',

Cost of interrov cultivations 3.14. 11.9.
. " " hand work 16.1 35.0

all :aOrk 19.5 - 46.9
11 ti weedkiller + application 4.0 .....

Total. Cleaning Cost 23.5 46.9

B. Plantations ocordin
to Cost of Cleanin Work

k under10-19
10

20-29 30-39 40-49i50-59"10—2 
129

Total

No. casess

Weedkiller
used 5 - 1 3 1 _ . 10

Weedkiller
not usea 1 2 3 1 - 1 1 10
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C. Distri1Jutio3Q±PlantationsAccordi
to Total  Cleaning Costs 

Z
under
10

10-1 20-2 30-39 40-49
11120—

50-591'129
Total

No. casesz

Vieedkiller
used 3 2 — 2 — — 10

Vieedkiller
not used 1 2 — 1 I 2 10

,

If the 2 excessively high costs are excluded from the non—users
group, the average cost for this group falls to £27.6, which is only

£4.1 more than the. average for those using weedkillers (Z23.5). It
will be seen from Table 950 that the Weedkiller users fell into -
2 groups, 1 of which kept the total cleaning cost down to £8.1 per
acre on average; the other spent £39.1 per acre on average. Not
much of the cleaning cost was incurred after the weedkiller had been
applied, except in case in -the high cos-6 group where it was £16.1
per acre. In 2 other cases in this group fostspraying cleaning
operations cost £2.4 and £4.2; in 1 case in the low cost group
Z1.3 per acre was spent on post spraying cleaning. The pre—spraying
cleaning costs averaged 6:4.0 per acre in the low cost group and £30.5
in the high cost group. This may mean that the low cost group were
operating on cleaner land than the high cost group, possibly- because
they had used weedkiller in previous seasons and reduced the weed
bank to a certain extent, that they were timely in their operations
or, of course, that they just let the weeds grow. If, however, it
is assumed that all the growers were aiming at a similar level of
cleanness in their crops, it would appear that the use of weedkiller
can considerably reduce the cost of cleaning.

RENT

Rents ranged from Z1.7 to £16.7 per acre in the sample, the
average being £7.2.

SHLRE OF ESTLBLISHMENT

The charge against each fruiting plantations for its share of
establishment costs was individually calculated wherever possible and
ranged from £25.5 per acre per year to £89.5 (see Table 96). L charge
of £46.3 was made on the holdings for which no data on establishment
were available. The average for the 20 cases was £44.6 per acre.
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i ii0ITS  TO 1-11Ta

P.71

•

LLi PER LORE

I 
20-29 30-39i40-49 50-59 60-69

,/
70-791 80-89

1No. cases 1 1 5

rirTri A T 
G COSTS-

1

These ranged from £67.7 to Z281.9 per acre; their distribution
is shown in Table 97. This includes rent, share of establishment,
sprays, fertilisers, straw and the cost of cultivations. Share of
establishment and cost of cultivation are the largest items.

TLBLE_9/ DISTRTUTTOZ OF ELLIT LCCORD= TO TC ALma.”••.••••• ,••••••••••••••,.. ram

GpnTNG COSTS PER ICTJ,T1
imasuwow:u *Jr ••

160-
11 79

I

1'i

80-
99

i100-020-1140-
109 t 139 1159

160-
179I199j , 239

180- 200-1 220- 240-
259 1279

260- 280-
299 Total

No.
Isecas

NW ............

I

3i
_I_

1 I  

The yield of fruit varied from 10.85 to 103.26 cwt., excluding
1 diseased plantation from which only 2.83 cwt, per acre was picked.
Table 98 shows the distribution of the yields.
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TOLE $18 DISTRIBUTION OF PLLNT2,TIOS LOCORDMG TO YIELD

OF FRUIT PER ORE

,
ow-c.

I
under
10

10
19

20—
29 ,

130—
39

40
49

,
50—

59
60—
69

70— 180—
79 189

,
90—
99

100—
109 Total

No.
cases

1 3 1 1 tI 1 20

The 1963 season was one in which the early crops in particular
were badly affected by mould; not only were yields reduced but picking
costs were increased on some plantations where attempts were made to
remove the mouldy berries. This made nonsense of any attempt to
relate the yield obtained to variety, age, manuring or cultural
Dractices.

RETURN'S

The returns per acre were, of course, dependent upon the yield
and upon the price realised for the fruit. This was either sold in
the fresh market or for manufacturing. The average price received
for fruit sold in the fresh market was E210.2 per ton, varying from
0,145.4 to z281.0 (see Table 99A ). The average price received for
fruit sold to canners was Z124.9 per ton, ranging from M05.6 to6.138.7(see
Table 99B).

TABLE 99 DISTRIBUTION OF PUNTLTIONS LCCORDING TO PRICE

RECEIVED FOR FRUIT PER TOY

Sold  in Fresh Idarkot

1 ' 
1 140— 160— 1180— i200— 220— 240— 260— 280— m 4. 1

.oua.i.
159 ,179 1199 1219 239 259 279 29

9

1 I
No. cases 1 3 5 2 1 1

i
2

.. 4
1 \ 16
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B. Sold to Canners

E 100-109 110-119 120-129 130-139 Total

No. cases 2 .... 3 5 - 10

Only 3 of the growers in this sample sold any fruit for jam
making - 2 sold their pulp at £130 and Z140 per ton respectively.
The third grower had not sold his pulp when these costs were made up
and it was entered at -£50 per ton as the grower was uncertain of
making a sale.

The proportion of the crop sold in different markets by the
individual growers is shown in Table 100. The average for the
whole sample as 51 per cent sold in the fresh market, 43 per cent
to the canners, 5 per cent for jam manufacture and I per cent used
by the growers.

• TABLE 100 DISTRIBUTION OF PLANTLTICES ACCORDING TO

PROPORTION OF LIB CROP SOLD IN VLRIOUS WAYS

SalesJ.  in Fresh Larkc,,t

Per
cent

—

nil 0-
10-
19

20-
29

30-
39 ,49

40- 50-
59

60-
69

70-
79

80-

89
90-

99
100 Total

No.
cases

1 ...... - - - 20

—

B. Sales to Canners

Per
cent

il n -9
10-
19

20-
29

30-
39 ,49

40- 50-

59
60- 170-
69 79

80-

89
90-

99
100
'

Total

Yo.
cases

10 - 20
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C. Sales to Jam Manufacturers

Per
cent n  i/ 10-9

'10-60-

H19 29 39 49 59 69 79 89 99
100 Total

No,
cases

17 ... ... 1 I - 1 - -
1

-
i

- 20

 -

• The distribution of the average return per ton for the individual
plantations is shown in Table 101. The average for the whole sample
was E,165.5 per ton, ranging from £109.4 to 6:267.6.

TABLE 101 DISTRIBUTION OF PUNTLTIGITS LOCORDIN.G TO

ThTIR LVERAGE RETURN PER TON

100- 120- 140- 160- 180- 200- 220- 240- 260-
119 139 159 179 199 219 239 259 279

Total

No.
cases

I 1 3 6 ' 1 - - 1 20

The distribution of returns per acre is given in Table 102 according
to the type of sales made, which roughly determines the returns per ton.
It will be soon that the range in returns por. acre in this sample visa
widest for those selling in the fresh market or who sold in more than
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TLBLE 102 DISTRIBUTION OF PUNTLTIONS LOCORDING TO

RETURNS PER

(average yield for each group in brackets - cwt.) ,

'under
Z 100 '199

100- 200-
299

300-1400-
399 499

500-1600-700-

599 699 799
800-

899
Total
.•

Over 96% sold 4 1 1 1 1 1 0
in fresh market (14) (29) (41) - (51) (86) 001) I

-------7"
Over 89% sold ,

.
3 1 2 •.

,

to canners
6......1...,

(24),(35), (59)

O .

thers
1 ' 1 - 1 . .2

, (3) (21) i (0) (91)

one way, and that .increasing yield seems to go with increasing returns
per acre in all groups. Table 103 shows the marked effect of yield

'ROLE 103 DISTRIBUTION OF PLLNTATIONS LOCORDING TO YIELD OD

RETURNS PER LORE

4,6.,
under
100

100-
199

200-
295

300-
399

400-

499
500-

599
600-
699

700-
799

800-
899

Total ,

Yiel (31 cwt .

1 4 5under 20
20-39 4. - 2* 6
40-59 - 2* 1,, 1* 4
60-79 1 - 1 - 2
80-99

,
t 1* 1

100-120 )i
1 - 1 1* 2

*Represents I case where over 96 per cent of
'fruit was sold in fresh market.
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on returns per acre, although improved returns per ton due to sales
in the fresh market brought increased returns per acre in most cases.

PICKING COSTS

Picking was known to have begun during the week beginning 7 July
on 7 of. the plantations and during the week beginning 14 July on a
further -6 plantations. It was known to have been finished during the
week beginning .Atagust on 6 plantations, 11 August on 3 plantations,
18 August on 2 plantations and 1 September on 2 plantations. The
number of days on which some picking was known to have been done in
the costed plantations is shown in Table 104.

TABLE 104 DISTRIBUTION OF PLANTATIONS LCCORDING TO

NUMBER OF DAYS 01T 17HICH soni PICKZIG. 11AS DONE

No. days 5-9 1 10-14 15-19 20-24 25-30 Total

1 1
No. cases 1 3 1 2 5 2 13

The cost of picking .the fruit varied according to the type of
sale being made.. When paying piecework rates, it was usual to pay
more per lb. to the pickers for fruit which was picked into "baskets"
to be sold to the canners or in the fresh ma2Ket than for fruit
destined for jam manuacture, which was.picked into pails.. Some
growers, however, preferred to .pay by the hour for basketing.. Tn this
year picking costs were increased by the incidence of mould and, in
case, weeds as extra jobs were incorporated into the picking.

A varied proportion of the work by casual labour was paid for on an
hourly basis on 7 of the costed plantations. Picking into "baskets"
also involved more weighing work and usually more supervision of the
pickers, which increased the cost of picking per ton.

The canners normally provide 'containers and transport from the
holding to the factory for their fruit. The grower provides
containers (usually punnets and trays) and pays for haulage to the
fresh market he usually provides pails and barrels for fruit for
jam manufacture.
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The costs of punnets and trays and of haulage, per ton of fruit
sold fresh, are, shown in Table 105. Two growers who used tins for

• gigkg_121 LITERLGE COST OF  CONE,INERS ND HIULAGE

PER TON OF FRUIT SOLD FRESH

No. cases

Haulage
Punnets, trays

Total

Local sales

5.5
12.8*

18.3

LI-lay markets

22.7
35.7

58 .1+
.1100111111.41,11111.

*punnets only in 5 out of the 7 cases

special orders have been omitted from this analysis and also 2 who
had quoted their fruit returns net of haulage.

The variation in the cost of all the labour for picking is shown
in Table 106. The cost of casual labour varied from nothing up to
Z170.5 per ton and for regular labour from nothing LID to £28.3 per ton.

TLBLE 106 DISTRIBUTION OF PLi,NMTIONS LOCORDEM TO COST

OF LLL PICYTM LABOUR PER TOY OF  FRUIT

0.., 10-191 20-29 30-39 40-49 50-59 60-69 70-79180-89119°-
1

199
Total

No. cases I 4 1 5 5 1 ._2. 1.
1'
1 1+ 20

+known to include collection of mouldy berries

*known to include weeding whilst pidking
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The proportion of regular labour in the total labour cost for
picking varied widely, as is shown in Table 107.

TOLE 107 DISTRIBUTION OF PLLTATATICITS LCCORDETG TO PERCENTAGE

OF TOTAL HARVESTING LABOUR COST LTTRIBUTLBLE TO REGULAR LABOUR

Per
cent

1,

nit
I ln, .,.-20

-2119
—

29
30 —

39
40 -
49

50—
59

60—
69

7O-8O90
79 89

—
99

100 n.a . Total

No.
cases) 2

!
I
:I L ¶J

20

Tractor work was recorded on4 of the plantations during picking
time and. horsework on 1.

Cold stores were used to a varying extent by 5 of the growers
and another used an electric fan.

The average picking costs for the 9 plantations which sold more
than 96 per cent of their output in the fresh market and for the 6
plantations which sold more than 89 per cent of their output for canning
are shown in Table 108.
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TABLE 108 AVERAGE HaVESTING COSTS FOR PLAUTATIONS FROM

WHICH MOST OF THE OUTPUT WAS SOLD IN A PARTICULAR WAY

Percentage sold in this way
No. cases
Yield per acre, cwt.

Punnets, trays
Casual workers
Regular workers
Tractor work
Haulage on fruit
Barrels-,. -pails, depreciation -
Cold store, running and depreciation

Total harvesting costs

Return

Margin over harvesting costs

Main type of sale

canning fresh

97 99

37.4 40.3

-R. per ton

1.3
324-.5
8.0,
0.3
2.8
0.1
0.4

47.4

128.5

81.1

26.7
42.3
7.9
0.2
15.1

1.5 

93.5
190.3

96.8

MARGINS

The range in margin over pi&ing costs, i.e. returns less picking
costs, is shown in Table 109. Only some of the growers selling their

TABLE 109 DISTRIBUTION OF PLL1aLTIONS ACCORDING TO

MARGIN OVER PICKING COST PER ACRE

E ) 99-
0

0-
99

100- 1
199

200-
299

300-
399

400-1
499 1

700—

799
Total

,
No. cases 6 3 4 1 4 1 20

_
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fruit mainly in the fresh market had a margin over picking costs of
more than £300 per acre in this sample..

Net margins, i.e. returns less all costs, varied from (minus)
£297.7 per acre to (plus) £559.3 per acre. The distribution of net
margins is shown in Table 110.

TLBLE 110 DISTRIBUTION OF PLALITLTIONS LOCORDING TO

MLRGIN PER LORE

._ .4. I

Total
, ! _

299-
200

99-0 0-99 
, 199
100- 200-

299
300-

399 ,499
400- 500-

599

No. cases i 1
1

6 4 3 2 3
-
- , 1, 20

Ls the yield of fruit strongly influenced the return per acre,
so it also influenced the net margin per acre. The distribution of
net margin per acre according to yield is shown in Table 111.

TABLE 111 DISTRIBUTION OF PUNTLTIONS LCCORDING TO

NET MIRGIN LND YIELD PER LORE

.... +
_ ,

Net margin, k, 100

'3'over 99-0 0-99

100-

199
200-

299
300-

399
400-

499
500-

599
.

". , i
_

Yield., cwt.
No. of cases

under 20 1 3 1
20-39 2 1

40-59 1 1 1
60-79 1 1
80-99
100-119

t
i
1 1

1
...-J
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In Table 112 the average net margin per acre for the various
yield, groups is shown. In the lowest yield group the growing cost

. vas just below the average growing cost for the whole sample
(E115 per acre) but the harvesting cost per ton was very high - even
for fresh fruit sales partly because a considerable amount of extra
work on weeding and mouldy berry removal was included in 2 cases.

TOLE 112 COSTS LND RETURNS FOR PLANTLTIONS IN
VLRIOUS  YIELD GROUPS, PER LORE 

Yield per _acre,
tons under 1 1 .0-1.9 2.0-2.

over
3.0

No. cases 5 6 4 5

.. 0 E Z

Growing costs 108.2 103.7 94.0 153.7
Harvesting costs 70.9 68i8 139.

Total costs 179.1 173.5 242.3 353.0

Returns for fruit 101.9 190.2 454 .9 631.4

Net margin 1- 77.2 16.7 212.6 318.4

Yield, cwt. 10.5 26.3 47.0 87.7

Returns per ton, g, 182.6 144.3 192.3 152.7

Percentage sold in
fresh market 96.5 22..6. 60.2 55.7

Percentage sold
for canning _ 69.1 34.4 37.8 ,

Returns per ton wore nearly. £30 below the average for fresh fruit and
there was a very low yield per acre. his group made a considerable
loss per acre. The second lowest yien group had similar graving,
and harvesting costs per acre to the lowest yield group (harvesting
costs were lower per ton Partly because two-thirds of the fruit was
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sold for canning) and. even lower returns per ton of fruit. But because
of the improved — although still not good. -- yield, this group achieved.
a profit. The second. highest yield. group had. a growing cost E20 below
the sample average, picking costs per ton below average for the type
of fruit picked, the highest average returns per ton and quite a good
yield.. The result was a good margin per acre. The highest yield.-
group had. growing costs about F.,40 above average, harvesting costs
Z22 per ton below the average for the type of fruit picked, returns
below the average for the type of sales made, but with a very good. yield
was left with a good. profit per acre.
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PART III

VARIABLE COSTS AND GROSS MARGINS FOR

RASPBERRIES AND STROBERRIES

These fruit crops are found as enterprises on arable farms in
the College area and the results arc given here in a manner which will
facilitate comparison with other farm crops using the gross margin
e th od of analysis.

RASPBERRIES

The vai.iabld costs in the 'emmple •establisilmelat and disestabliblar-
ment costs were given in Tables 17, 22, 26; 29 and 30, and summarised
in Table 31. For certified Jewel. or Promise planted double the charge
against the fruiting plantation was Z11.8 per acre per year for 6 years
full fruiting; for the same type of canes planted singly 6.5.7 per
acre per year, and for uncertified Promise planted singly E1.4 per acre
per year. The range in the charge used in the 1963 fruiting
plantation costs is given in Table 113; the average charge was 63.0
per acre per year.

TABLE 1 1 3 DISTRIBUTION OF FRUITEM PLANTATIONS ACCORDING . TO

ANNUAL SHARE OF VARIABLE ESTABLISMENT COSTS PM ACRE

E,

_ 4.

Total
9-5 4-0 0-4 5-9 10-14 15.-I 9

No. cases 2 3 1 7 5 5 23

The share of variable costs in the total average fruiting cost
amounted to 6,113.4 per acre (see Table 37) and the total returns were
Z325.8 per acre, which gave an average gross margin of Z212.4 per acre.
The ranges in these variable costs and gross margins are given in
Tables 114 and 115.



TOLE 114 DISTRIBUTION OF FRUITING PLOTLTIONS ACCORDING

TO VLBILBLE COSTS PER ACRE

e 50— 175— 1100-1125 150— 175— 200— 225— 250-1275
Total

,74 99 1 124 149 174 199 ,224 •249 274 299

No. cases 5 I 14 1 9 4 1 — 1 — 2 36

TABLE 115 DISTRIBUTION OF FRUITING Pli;aTIalS LOCORDING

TO GROSS IdiARGI PER LORE

k, 50 75 1100
i

1251150 175 200 2 5 2 0 275 300 3 5

..............1

35013751400

1

Total
................

Wr
Iv 0 0

cases i
i .z

J 
2 4 4 1 2 1 36

If the costs are grouped according to the gross margin per acre

(see Table 116), it can be seen that the yield of fruit is the most
important factor in determining the level of the gross margin.
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TABLE 116 FRUITING PLANTATIONS GROUPE Th. UARTILES

ACCORDING TO GROSS M4L PER ACRE

.

Raw in gross margin, E

No. oases

lowest
--------

highest

72 to 158

9

171 to 208

9

214 to 264

9

271 to 424

9
Area of fruit costed, acres 20.89 8.14 5.90 5.00

Average age of plantation,
years . 5.5 - 5.4 6.0 4'.6

Yield of fruit, cwt. 27.6 40.4 45.2 63.8

Percentage sold: .
in fresh market 2.2 7.0 15.8 20.4
for canning • 40.4 23.5 36.8 35.7
Returns per ton, E 140.7 137.7 151.1 158.3

Regular as proportion of
total labour cost:

(a) growing, per cent 49.7 58.5 72.4 77.8
(b) harvesting, per cent 15.4 16.2 24.7 18.3

Z Per acre E, per acre 6, per acre E per acre
Variable costs -
growing (inc. share .
var. estab. costs). 35.4 31.2 27.8 29.6
harvesting 48.8 64. *2. 122.8

total 84.2 95.7 120.5 152.4
,

Returns, fruit + canes 193.8 275.0 342..0 t 493.0

Gross blarqi.n

_

109.6 179.3 221.5 340.6(returns less variable
costs)

Fixed costs allotted in
enterprise costing 40.0 62.7 84.9 83.6

Net margin (gross margin
less fixed costs) 69.6 116.6 j 136.6 257.0
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STRAWBERRIES

The variable costs in the example establishment cost (Table 83)
amounted to £78.0 per acre, vhich gave a charge of £26.0 per acre per
year over 3 fruiting years. The range in the variable costs for the
individual 1963 establishment costs is given in Table 117; for these
1963 cases the average per acre per year vas £22.5.

TABLE 117 DISTRIBUTION OF PUNTATIONS LCCORDING TO

VARIABLE COSTS IN 1963 ESTABLISHMENT COSTS PER ACRE

. . . , .........
1

- 4

E.a, W.-
49

50-
59

60-
69

70-
79

80-
89

90-
99

100-
109

110-1 120-
119 129

130-

139
Total

,
No. cases

,
3

,
2 2 1 2 2 - I - 2

...............1-... 
; 15 1

The variable costs in the average fruiting cost (Table 88)
amounted to 6,158.9 per acre, which set against the returns of £341.3,
gave a gross margin of £182.4 per acre. The range of these variable
costs is given in Table 118 and the range of the gross margins is given
in Table 119.

TABLE 118 DISTRIBUTION OF PLANTLTIONS ACCORDING TO VARIABLE

COSTS IN COSTS OF  FRUITING PLLDTATIOliS, PER ACRE

(including Share of Variable Establishment Costs)

E
30-150-
49 69

70-
89

90-
109

110-
129

130-1150-
149 169

170-
189

190-
209

210-
229

230-
249

250-
269

270-
289

290-
309

Total

No.
cases 3

,
1' 20



TABLE ltiDISTRIBUTION OF PLANTATIONS ACCORDING TO 

GROSS =GINS IL COSTS OF FRUITING  PLANTOIONS9

PER ACRE •

. .

Total99-
50

49-
0

0-
49

50-
99

100-
149

150-
199

200-
249

-

250-
299

300-
349

350-
399

400-
449

600-

649
- -,-----4.----

No.
cases - 1 3 i II 20

l...............--1.,.......-J

If the costs are grouped according to their gross margins (as in
Table 120), it can be seen that the yield of fruit is the most important
factor in determining the level of the gross margin.
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TABLE 120 - FRUITING PLANTLTIONS GROUPED IN spaTILEq.
ACCORDING TO GROSS M1RGIN PER ACRE

lowest • highest

Range in gross margin, Es -73 to +43 +66 to 131 +201 to 289 +393 to 641

No. cases 5 5 5 5
Lrea of fruit costed, acres

average age of plantation,
years

3.87

3.1

2.30

2.5

2.81

2.8

1.98

2.9

Yield fruit, cwt. 14.5 22.8 46.9 84.1

Percentage sold:
in fresh market 61 42 49 75
for canning 25 58 48 18

Returns per ton, ET, 170.8 155.4 161.7 184.4

Regular as proportion of
total labour cost:

(a) growing, per cent 70 68 74 60
(b) harvesting, per cent 44 28 26 12

.:, per acre &:, per acre E. per acre .. per acre

Variable costs -
growing (incl, share
var. estab. costs) 51.2 48.6 42.0 72.2
harvesting 77.3 45.6 86.3 20421_,_.;

Total 128.5 94.2 128.3 276.3
Returns 114.3 158.6 360.1 Tamt,
Gross Margin (returns less

- 14.2 64.4 2)1.8 456.3variable costs)

Fixed costs allotted in
enterprise costing 76.9 52.4 78.0 99.7

Net margin (gross marLdn
less fixed costs) -91.1 12.0 153.8 356.6
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SUMMARY

Data on rasliberry establishment were collected from a total of
32 growers over the years 1961, '62 and '63. Example costs were drawn
up based on the most usual methods of working, using 1963 prices for the
input's.

2. Lt the most usual planting distance (6' x 20, the costs other
than canes in the first year example cost were £61.8 per acre where
the canes were planted double £59.8 where planted singly. Cane ,
costs varied from £72.0 per acre for certified standard Jewel or
Promise planted double to £12.6 for uncertified Promise planted singly.
The average cost per acre for the 1963 first year cases was M17.Q.

3. For 8 second year plantations which were not cropped, the example
cost was £56.9 per acre. It seemed that about 1 in 4 plantations
:would have such an unproductive year.

L. Data on posting and wiring from 29 growers gave an example cost
of £28.1 per acre.

•, Sixteen cropped second year plantations gave an example growing
cost of £29.4 iJer acre. With an. average yield of 11 cut. of fruit,
the margin of fruit returns over picking costs in the example was .
£57.1 per acre.

6. Example disestablishment costs were £7.9 per acre using a
rotovator (8 cases) and £15.7 per acre when the canes were collected
and burnt (5 cases).

7. The total charge for establishment and disestablishment set
against the expected fruiting life of the plantation varied from £156.3
per acre (i.e. £26.1 per acre per year for 6 fruiting years)for
certified Jewel/Promise planted double to £94.9 (i.e. 1.15.8 per acre
per year) for uncertified Promise planted singly.

8. Thirty—six fruiting raspberry plantations were costed in 1963;
on average they consisted of 10.62 acres of fruit with 0.58 acres of
associated endrigg etc. and were 5.6 years old. The average growing
cost was £82.6 per acre, harvesting costs were 698.4 per acre, returns
322.0 for fruit and. 63.8 for canes per acre" and the net margin was
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£144.8 per acre. The average: yield. was 44.3 cwt. per acre; the
average return per ton was £217.3 for fruit sold in the fresh market,
£147.0 for canning and £130.9 for jam manufacture. Yield was the
main factor affecting returns and net margin per acre.

9. Information on strawberry establishment was collected fra0 .a
total of 23 growers over the 3 years 1961, '62 and '63. An example
cost was drawn up (planting at 36" x 18") which amounted to £175.2
per acre. Over an expected fruiting life of 3 years, the annual ,
charge was thus £57.7 per acre.

10. Twenty fruiting strawberry plantations were costed in 1963; on
average they had 2.74 acres of fruit, with 0.20 acres of endrigg etc.
and were 2.8 years old. The. average growing cost was £115.0 per acre,
harvesting costs were Z118.4 per acre, returns for fruit g.341.3 per
acre and. the net margin was £107.9 per acre. The average yield was
42.1 cwt. per acre; the average return per ton was £210.2 for fruit
sold in the fresh market and £124.9 for fruit sold to canners. Yield
was the main factor affecting returns and net margin per acre.

11. The average variable costs for fruiting raspberries were £113.4
per acre and the average gross margin £212.4 per acre. For
strawberries these figures were £158.9 and £182.4 per acre respectively.
Again, yield of fruit per acre was the main factor determining the level
of returns and the gross margins.

12. Throughout these costings the economics of using weedkillers was
difficult to assess on the basis of 1 year's data, as information was
not available on the cleanness of the plantations at the beginning and
end of the season.

I-

I
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COSTMG METHOD

Labour

Casual work was charged at cost.

Regular workers were charged at hourly rates calculated from the
wages paid, plus perquisites, employer's contribution to insurance etc.,
adjusted for paid holidays, sick leave etc. Overtime was charged at
the rates paid.

Power

Family labour was charged at the same rates as hired labour.

Wheeled tractors were charged at 4s. 3d, per hour.

Power rotovators etc. were also charged at 4s. 3d. per hour.

Horses were charged at 2s. per hour.

Manures

Dung was charged at 17s. per ton (unless it was purchased, when
it was charged at cost) plus the cost of application.

Lime was charged at net cost plus the cost of application.

Lll other manures were charged at net cost on the holding.
(Application of these is included in cultivation.)

Manurial residues

For fruit establishment, residual values were calculated according
to the recommendations of the Scottish Standing Committee, as set out
in the fourteenth report "Residual values of fertilisers and feeding—
stuffs" and charged in full. No residues were allowed after the
first year.



1. Dung
2. Compound Manures
3. Inorganic Nitrogenous Manures
4. Phosphates
5. Potash
6. Lime

7, Grassland

Plou,shed after 1
2
3

6
6It

Rent

Proportion of cost chargeable tog-

1st crop 2nd crop 3rd crop 4th crop
•

2 4 e 8
2 J.. .1.
3 6 6

1 _
1 1, 1
T5: a ii-1 t 1
IF Z' 4

J..
7 of net cost for 7 years
Where fruit vas planted after ploughed
grassland, a value was put on this
grass according to the following
scale and the charge spread over
4 years as for dung.

year
years
years
years
years
years 88/—
year s+ 88/-

38/— per
52/ tl—
60/-
71/-
80 —

11

tt

II

acre

It

It

It

This was charged at cost vhefe the land was tenanted and at a
reasonable estimate of actual rental value where avner—occupied.

Special equipment

Cold stores were depreciated at 10 per cent and small equipment
(pails, barrels, scales) at rates agreed with the individual growers,
varying from 5 to 33 per cent.

General overheads

No charge was made.

IMO

•
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